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Abstract

Diasporas  have  been regarded as  either  peace-makers  or  peace-wreckers  in  relation  to  their
homeland conflicts. During the last decade there has been growing attention to the economic
remittances  migrants  send  home  an  the  positive  impact  it  can  make  in  the  post-conflict
reconstruction phase. However, little attention has been directed to the political remittances; i.e,
the ideas, norms and practices that they send home to the war torn homelands. This thesis looks
at the exchanges of ideas from diasporas during the transitional phase, particularly in the truth
commissions and asks: is the participation of diasporas in truth and reconciliation commissions
beneficial for the national reconciliation? I look at the case of Liberia and conduct a structured
focused comparison with Sierra Leone, whose commission did not have a diaspora component.
The findings suggest a moderate support to the theory that diasporas can be beneficial to national
reconciliation. The findings suggest that they can help raising the level of acknowledgement of
the victims' rights, particularly the accountability element. However, the empirical evidence also
points to the powerful influence that a critical mass outside of the truth commission can have on
its outcome, the final report, and that participating as a victim from abroad does not necessarily
guarantee rights at home. 

Key words: diasporas, war trauma, displacement, migration, transitional justice, truth
commissions, victims, refugees
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1. INTRODUCTION

     Conflicts generate diasporas. Currently, 232 million people or 3,2% of the world's population are

living outside of their birth country (UN Press Release, 11 September 2013, International Migration

and Development, UN Global Migration Statistics). That is an increase compared to 175 million in

2000 or 154 million in 1990.  Observations show that these groups of people tend to organize

transnationally and develop their  own networks and agendas in order to influence politically at

different  levels:  in  the  homeland,  the  host  land  and  on  the  international  scene  (lobbying

international organizations) (Brinkerhoff, 2009; Østergaard, 2003, Østergaard, 2011).

     The field of peace and conflict studies has seen a growing interest in understanding the role that

conflict-generated diasporas are playing in their homeland conflicts (Byman, et al, 2001; Smith &

Stares,  2007;  Cochrane,  Baser  &  Swain,  2009;  Koinova,  2011;  Haider,  2013;  Geukjian,2014;

Baser,  2015;  etc).  Two major  camps  formed:  the  earliest  studies  indicated  that  diasporas  were

actively fuelling conflicts back home (Byman et Al, 2000; Collier & Hoeffler; 2001). These studies

were produced in a political environment that labelled migration as an issue of national security,

creating the security-migration nexus that became even more evident in the Western world after the

attacks of September 11 in New York (Faist,  2002).  Later studies problematized this  one-sided

picture  and  in  turn,  found  evidence  of  diasporas’ peace-promoting  role  in  the  conflict-ridden

homelands (Brinkerhoff,  2009; Cochrane,  Baser & Swain,  2009; Koinova, 2011). Soon the UN

University became interested in the debate and prompted to  publish an anthology of articles by

diaspora  scholars  with  the  title:  “Diasporas  in  Conflict:  Peace-Makers  or  Peace-Wreckers?”

(Smith  &  Stares,  2007)  where  case  studies  elucidated  the  need  for  further  research  to  better

understand what kind of actors they were or in the words of Thomas Faist: “what kind of dance

partners” (Bauböck & Faist, 2010:9). 

     Whereas the earlier studies were single-case studies focusing on the diasporas' role in the conflict

escalation or “hot conflict” phase (Byman, et al, 2000: Bercovitch, 2007), recent comparative case-

studies looking at the peace promoting potential of diasporas, have increasingly focused on their

role in the post-conflict phase (See Hall, 2016; Baser, 2015; Koinova 2011).  It seems that the peace

promoting potential of diasporas is seen in what they can contribute when the conflict is settled and
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peace building and reconstruction takes form (World Bank, 2009). This thesis will instead attempt at

understanding the role that diasporas can play in an earlier phase of the conflict: the transitional

phase. Even though we can observe that diasporas have been important in helping use universal

jurisdiction in attempts to prosecute perpetrators, for instance in the Argentinian and Chilean cases,

the studies of their impact in the field of transitional justice are still thin. In the light of this research

gap,  this  thesis  asks:  is  the participation of  diasporas  in  truth  and reconciliation commissions

beneficial for the national reconciliation in the homeland?  

     In the TRC literature there is an established norm that victim participation in the different phases

of the TRC, from design to implementation, is crucial to the positive impact it can have in the

transitional society in general and in the recognition of the victims and their needs in particular

(Méndez, 2016; Correa et. Al, 2009). Based on the insights from the TRC studies and the field of

diasporas, this thesis departs with the assumption that there is a considerable presence of victims in

conflict-generated  diasporas  and  that  the  particular  experiences  of  these  groups  of  victims  are

largely ignored in traditional truth-seeking exercises that often take the form of national TRCs.

Diasporas could be an important contribution to help set the debate about victims' rights and the

language  for  the  creation  of  a  human  rights  culture.  Sociologists  have  coined  the  term  social

remittances (Levitt  & Lamba-Neves,  2011) or  political  remittances (Vélez-Torres & Agergaard,

2014)  to  address  the  experiences,  practices  and  ideas  of  migrants  that  are  acquired  through

migration and sent back to the homeland in different contexts. I will borrow this concept and argue

that in the space of the truth commissions, diasporas transfer political remittances that will raise

the level of acknowledgement of past wrongdoings and the victims' needs, which is a crucial step

towards national reconciliation. The level of acknowledgement is to be traced in the direct outcome

of the TRCs, its final recommendations to the government. A Final Report is the legacy of a TRC

and  an  important  document  for  victims'  groups  and  civil  society  to  hold  the  post-conflict

government accountable in the respect for people's rights as well as reparations to the victims of the

conflict, which are crucial elements for the national reconciliation. 

     This theory is tested through a structured focused comparison of the TRCs of Sierra Leone and

Liberia. The latter is a paradigmatic case in the diasporas' studies, since the TRC there made a

significant effort to engage its diaspora in the truth-seeking exercise. Some academic attention has
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been directed to this event but the articles produced tend to be of descriptive nature, looking at the

technicalities of the diaspora participation but little attention is given to analysing its impact in the

final outcome of the TRC. In Sierra Leone, on the other hand, the diaspora did not attend the call

from the homeland's TRC, even if efforts were made.  

     The empirical findings suggest low support for the theory presented and instead pose new

questions. The case with the presence of diaspora seems indeed to have produced a slightly more

robust  final  outcome  mostly  in  the  field  of  accountability  and  clearly  assigning  the  state  the

responsibility for the creation of a human rights culture in the country. It is also innovative in the

sense of introducing the concept of Economic Crimes and having a wholistic approach to victims

when both individuals and communities are considered victims. But it is a vague report in terms of

reparations and does not include the victims in the diaspora as worthy of reparations or apologies

which reveals low influence by the diaspora. The case without diaspora participation, on the other

hand produced a weaker report with a high level of consideration of the state's low capacity and

lack of resources in the transitional phase which were balanced against the rights of the victims.

However, that report took a more regional approach to the issue of victims, entitling non-nationals

to reparations and also defining clearly the reparations measures to be undertaken, even though to a

limited number of victims. 

     The findings point to the importance of the perception that the homeland has of the diaspora

which appears to determine the level of influence it can have in the TRC. If a diaspora is perceived

beforehand as peace-wreckers by the homeland, it will have a limited influence in the TRC. In fact,

their participation can instead reinforce the historic relationship between diaspora and homeland

instead of transforming it. The study also shows that for some sectors of the diaspora, it can be

better not to participate and influence positively the debate from the outside.  Additionally, we can

that not surprisingly, the victims in the diaspora are more drawn to appear in front of a TRC than the

perpetrators or peace-wreckers,  expanding in  that  way the universe and experiences of victims,

which is important information for the TRC advocates. 
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1.1 Structure 

     This paper will continue as follows: first a review of the field will be presented with the aim of

locating the study in the scholarship produced on diasporas and their engagement in the homeland

conflicts.  I  then  will  focus  on  the  conceptual  and  theoretical  framework  in  which  the  study

develops, built from the two major fields in the thesis: the diaspora studies and the studies on TRCs.

The final report and its recommendations are indicators of acknowledgement, a process in which I

argue that diasporas have much to contribute. In the third section, the research design is presented

which  will  guide  the  empirical  analysis  of  the  cases  in  the  fourth  section.  Subsequently,  a

comparative analysis will be conducted, highlighting alternative explanations, critical remarks to

this study and thoughts for further research. Finally, the conclusions will be summarized. 
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2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

2.1 The challenges studying diasporas

     Diaspora  studies  have  primarily developed within  the  field  of  cultural  and urban studies,

anthropology and sociology. Among political scientists, the subject started to attract attention in the

late 80:s when one of the most cited classics in the field was published in 1986: Modern Diasporas

in  International  Politics  (Sheffer,  1986).  However,  there  were  theoretical  and  methodological

challenges to overcome and still are. One of the challenges is that the field of international relations

has been dominated by the idea that nation-states are the principal actors on the international stage

and they have been the unit of analysis par excellence (Adamson & Demetriou, 2007). The study of

diasporas requires another approach, since they act transnationally and network-based which makes

their influence and activities difficult to trace and measure (Brinkerhoff, 2009).     

2.2 Peace-makers or Peace-wreckers?

     The end of the Cold War saw a surge in intrastate conflicts that were framed as “ethnic wars”

(Clarke, 2010; Hughes, 2011) or as a report from the World Bank described them as “cultures of

armed warfare  and violence”  (cited  in  Hughes,  2011:1496) which  led  to  a  growing interest  in

understanding how migrants were relating to the conflicts going on at home.  In 2001, Collier and

Hoeffler conducted a highly cited quantitative study on the causes of intrastate war, under the title

“Greed and Grievance” where they found that in the post-conflict phase, the presence of a large

diaspora represents a risk for renewed conflict that is six times greater than a country without a

diaspora (Collier & Hoeffler, 2001:20). The same year, Byman published his study Outside Support

for Insurgent Movements  where particularly the Tamil and Afghan diasporas were examined, the

first mobilizing support and using diplomacy for the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, the former

recruiting in refugee camps in Pakistan. It strengthened the  generalized view of diasporas as peace-

wreckers. 

     Theories explained the peace-wrecker character of diasporas:  migrants act as  long-distance

nationalists (Andersson, 1998; Byman, et al 2001, Smith & Stares, 2007) fuelling conflicts in the

homelands because they don't suffer the consequences. Diasporans also harbour grievance for much

longer because the conflict for them is “frozen in time” (Lyons, 2007), long from home they tend to
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radicalise in comparison with the people back home (Brinkerhoff, 2011). This would make them

more intransigent towards the peace options making them less prone to compromising. Once in the

West,  they use different  means to  add to  the instability in the homeland conflicts:  recruitment,

remittances, diplomacy and the spread of propaganda. The Tamil Tigers of Eelam are famous for

having an international department that opened offices in over 12 cosmopolitan cities in the West

with the help of Tamils abroad, and had a well developed international net for arms running (Byman

et Al, 2001; Fair, 2007). But this same diaspora group was influential in signalling to the rebel

group that it was time to negotiate, by holding funding (Fair, 2007).  

     Researchers were drawing too premature conclusions. Evidence came that the role of diasporas

in conflict was far more complex than initially pictured. They were not unified actors with the same

preferences. Bercovitch (2007) suggested to look at how diasporas behave in the different phases of

the  conflict  cycle:  conflict  emergence,  conflict  continuation,  escalation,  termination,  and  post-

conflict  reconstruction.  In each phase,  different strategies can be used by the diaspora either to

promote peace or fuel war.  Remittances  can be used to  prevent  conflict  by reducing economic

inequalities (Bouvier,  2007) and raising the cost of recruitment or they can go to support rebel

movements. Every political activity has to be analysed in the specific context and in the specific

phase of the conflict.  On the other hand, analysts  like Nadje Al Ali  (In Smith & Stares,  2007)

reminds  of  the  heterogeneous  characteristics  of  diasporas  where,  for  instance,  gender  relations

matter and are transformed in the host-countries influencing the role of different groups within the

same diaspora, some pushing for peace while others radicalise. She also stresses the importance of

the timing when the migrants of the same diaspora emigrated; in the Bosnian case, as an example,

the women that managed to flee to England during the conflict emergence phase and did not witness

the “hot-conflict”-phase were active promoters of war during the continuation phase while those

refugees who arrived as victims seeking asylum had a different approach. 

2.3 Localizing the study: the peace promoting impact 

     In trying to make sense of the observations from the field and struggling to find a methodology

that suits this hard-to-track phenomenon, researchers are attempting to find the underlying factors
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that make diasporas adopt a moderate behaviour towards the homeland conflict. Here, I am going to

bring the ones relevant for this study1. 

Political Opportunity Structures

     In  international  politics  the  paradigm of  global  liberalism  has  represented  a  window  of

opportunity for diaspora groups to peacefully act for the resolution of the conflict going at home or

in the peace-building phase to draw attention to issues that need to be addressed in order to secure a

stable peace. 

     There are two elements explaining why liberal discourse has offered an arena for political action:

(1) diasporas get the opportunity to organize in the host countries enjoying civil and political rights

that might had been suppressed in the homeland. Voicing minority rights, freedom of expression and

so on gives the diaspora groups the opportunity to act politically and refine the arguments. (2) This

political opportunity structure that creates conditions for organizing provides also a discourse in

which to frame the diasporas' claims. 

     Koinovas  (2011) identifies  two steps  in  the  use of  the  political  opportunity structure:  (1)

diasporans identify a political opportunity – global liberalism – to pursue self-interest goals and (2)

the  host  country  responds  (to  their  claims)  and  make  shifts  in  its  policy,  which  further  foster

moderate behavior of the diaspora in the future (Koinova, 2011:452).

     Baser also analyzes  political opportunity structures and  discursive opportunity structures as

fundamental  factors  that  shape  the  behavior  of  the  diaspora  towards  homeland politics  (Baser,

2015). In her study, the Kurdish diaspora in Sweden was more prone to engage in moderate political

behavior due to the advantages that Sweden provided like the right to acquire dual citizenship and

opportunities  for  members  of  the  diaspora  to  engage  in  the  local  society  as  authors,  activists,

intellectuals and in local political parties. In Germany, on the other hand, both Kurds and Turks felt

1

One of the theories I choose to leave out is the theory that the host land's migration and integrations policies have 
an impact in the diaspora adopting one kind of behaviour or another. See: Baser, 2015.
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that they were not given access to local political spaces. Closing this window would make migrants

more interested in politics back home and relying on discourses and practices outside of the liberal

paradigm. 

Nostalgia mechanisms         

     In a recent comparative study,  Hall asks “Are migrants more extreme than locals after war?”

(Hall, 2016) and points out to the need to find theories based on attitudinal research. By conducting

a survey comparing the attitudes of Bosnians in Sweden and Bosnians in Bosnia, the evidence show

that people in the diaspora are more prone to forgiveness and to engage in reconciliation.  This is

because migrants are removed from the conflict  site where the conflictive ethos has not vanished

completely. After 16 years of war, locals still harbor suspicion or cautiousness towards “the other”.

Migrants, on the other hand, recur to nostalgia as a coping mechanism in exile.  Hall draws from the

field of psychology and explains that nostalgia makes it possible to process the traumatic memories

in a more positive way,  as a psychological resource it helps to adapt to a new environment and

recover a meaning in life (Hall, 2016:95).  The nostalgia explanation challenges previous theories

about the conflict being “frozen in time” in the diaspora space. It seems that being removed from

the conflict site and having to face the challenges of adaptation to a new society make diasporans

more conciliatory in their view of the homeland conflicts. 

The diaspora experience as explanation:   

     We have identified major methodological and theoretical challenges in the study of diasporas in

the peace and conflict literature. This study will draw on the insights from previous work and bring

the sociological concept of political remittances. While it might seem to be very closely related to

the theoretical approach of the political opportunity structures that suggests that migrants not only

use the opportunities that global liberalism offers but also learn to use the liberal discourse, my

approach is more in line with the thought that migrants acquire experiences, practices, norms and

ideas through the experience of migration which they transfer to the homeland. Levitt coined this

concept in 1998 while studying communities of Dominicans living in New York. Her concept refers

to the migration experience; migrants carry experiences and ideas from the homeland that help
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shape the new ideas and practices that they encounter along the journey, which in turn shape what

they send back (Lévitt, & Lamba-Nieves, 2011). 

     In the transitional phase, these political remittances can be important in shaping more peaceful

societies and raising awareness of the rights of victims and the importance of a particular language

in order to create a human rights culture. Very few diaspora studies have focused on this particular

phase of the conflict cycle, also because there are few cases where diasporas have actively been

incorporated  at  this  stage.  The space  of  the  truth  and reconciliation  commission  offers  a  good

opportunity to analyze the attitudes of the diaspora towards the homeland conflict and the kind of

ideas  they  transmit.  Victims  in  the  diaspora  can  help  set  the  debate  about  reparations  and

recognition  of  the  suffering  of  victims  because  they  acquired  valuable  knowledge  about  other

political systems and have engaged in negotiations about rights with other states. This can be crucial

in the realm of a TRC that is formulating recommendations and defining policy on reparations. 

      From the  TRC  studies,  we  get  additional  insights  about  some  of  the  major  problems

encountered:  people with fear  of  testifying because  of  they have to  live side by side with the

perpetrators  (Bronéus,  2008),  no  psychological  support  (Bróneus,  2008),  no  reciprocity  in  the

relationship victim-truth commission,  where the victim expects something in return but nothing

comes (Millar, 2015; Shaw, 2007). Moreover, a strong local civil society that effectively helps put

pressure for the rights of the victims can be lacking in the aftermath of violent conflict.  Some of

these obstacles would be less evident in the diaspora. They don't have to live with perpetrators, they

are removed from the conflict site (Hall, 2016), they would not be in the same material need as the

victims  back home (depending on where  they live,  part  of  the diaspora  remain  in  neighboring

countries), and diasporas can be better organized than the victims and civil society that remained in

the country. 

     The cumulative knowledge in the field, provides for a conceptual and theoretical framework

within  which  make  the  assumption  that  diasporas  participation  in  truth  commissions  will  be

beneficial for the homeland reconciliation, since they would raise the level of acknowledgement of

the victims' needs and the need of a human rights culture. I now turn to explain in more detail this

theoretical framework. 
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 3. CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

      The present study aims at answering the research question: is the participation of diasporas in

truth and reconciliation commissions beneficial for the national reconciliation in the homeland?  

     In order to approach this research question I draw from theoretical insights from the diaspora

studies field and the scholarship on truth and reconciliation commissions (hereafter TRCs).  The

scope  is  conflict-generated  diasporas  and  their  participation  in  TRCs  which  take  place  in  the

transitional phase, going from war to peace. I theorize that diasporas make specific contributions –

political remittances - to the work of TRCs which lead to  a  higher level of acknowledgement of the

suffering of the victims, thus being beneficial for national reconciliation. 

     In this  study,  conflict-generated diasporas are groups of people that:  (1) live outside their

country of birth2, (2) have fled as a consequence of the conflict going in their country of birth or in

the aftermath of that conflict, or otherwise been affected by the same3 (3) share a distinct collective

identity, and (4) organize transnationally, due to the dispersion across state borders (Adamson &

Demetriou, 2007; Brinkerhoff, 2009) through which they address the interests of the community

and exercise political activism/activities.  

     I follow Hayner's definition of  a  TRC:  “official bodies set up to investigate a past period of

human rights abuses or violations of international humanitarian law” (Hayner, 1994:558) and add

that they are temporary and the violations to be investigated can include violations by the military

or other government forces as well as rebel and opposition groups.  

2 Diaspora scholars talk about country of birth or place of birth. “Place of birth” is a good concept when working with
stateless diasporas. In this study, I use country of birth because I am focusing on state-linked diasporas, given that 
truth and reconciliation commissions are sanctioned by a government of a country and aims at the reconciliation of
the nation. Nevertheless, it is important for the reader to keep in mind that there are different types of diasporas, 
some of which do not relate to a state, such as the Kurdish diaspora, about which extensive research has be done. 

3 I refer to “being affected” because in the diaspora there are a range of experiences. The Liberian diaspora for 
instance was initially formed by wealthy people that in the 1960s and 1970s were sent to study primarily in the 
United States. When the coup d'etat happened in 1979, some students were left outside of Liberia without the 
possibility of returning. This happened again with the coup of 1989 when Charles Taylor comes to power. People 
witnessed before the commission that they were outside of the country without the possibility to return or finding 
out about the fate of their families. In this sense, even thought they did not flee the war directly, they were 
affected by it and locked out of the country together with exiles, asylum seekers and others. 
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3.1 Participation in Truth Commissions 

     Truth commissions are arenas where the society as a whole, victims and perpetrators, deliberates

on the past and formulates a common vision for the future, recommending changes in order to

restore damaged relationships. In countries emerging from war, it is often the case that institutions

are weak, the peace will require lower expectations in terms of justice and the needs of the victims

are not always top priority, even though it is crucial for a lasting peace. 

    Scholarship on TRCs have shown that not all TRCs function the same way (Hayner, 1994;

Espinoza Cuevas et Al, 2003; Quinn, 2011) and that fundamental social and cultural aspects of the

life  of  the  victims  are  not  always  taken  into  account  in  the  design,  implementation  and

recommendation of the commissions (Shaw, 2007; Bronéus, 2008; Millar, 2015).  “The composition

of the participants in truth commissions impacts the outcome to the process, including what truth is

told,  how reparations  are  conceptualized,  who qualifies  for  reparations  and  who is  brought  to

justice”  (Young  &  Park,  2009:356).  Victim  participation  from  design  to  implementation  is

fundamental  for  the  results  (Méndez,  2009:2).  Correa  identifies  three  phases  of  a  TRC where

victims'  groups  should  pay  attention:  defining  the  debate,  determining  reparations  policy  and

delivering reparations to the victims (Correa, et. Al, 2009). In the first the victims can help bring the

matter to the table, in the second it will be important to define the victim population, the kinds of

violations  to  be  repaired  and in  the  third  victims  groups  can  help  monitor  the  delivery of  the

reparations. However, in order to exercise a positive and influential participation, victims groups

need to have the capabilities and technical skills to defend their interests (Correa, et Al, 2009). 

     Even though the field has seen an increased participation of victims in the planning and design of

TRCs, it is more usual than not that victims who do not remain in the national territory are left out

from TRCs, reconciliation initiatives and transitional justice processes over all. 

     In this study, I take the matter of participation further and argue that diasporas can help define

the debate about victims' rights in the homeland, contribute with  greater diversity of perspectives

and skills that will higher level of acknowledgment in the final report of the TRC. 

     In the diaspora there are both victims and perpetrators and in protracted conflicts they represent a

pool of memory and truth, since people flee at different times of the conflicts. At the same time, the
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diaspora experience of having to engage in negotiations about social, economic and political rights

with state and non-state actors, make these people a different kind of victims and perpetrators: they

know the conflict and have suffered the hardships of it, they get to know other political systems and

generally,  the  diaspora  is  better  well  off  and  do  not  expect  immediate  economic  return  from

testifying (Millar, 2015; Shaw, 2007). In sum, they  have acquired ideas, practices and experiences

through  migration,  (political  remittances)  which  they  can  contribute  to  raise  the  level  of

acknowledgement in the truth and reconciliation commissions.

3.2 Conceptualizing Political Remittances 

     The concept of remittances is often used in relation to the economic contributions that migrants

send home. Indeed, the economic aspect of migration has attracted attention from policymakers

(Workd Bank, 206; Brinkerhoff, 2011), who see them as potentially positive in the post-conflict

reconstruction  phase  in  war  torn  countries.  Nevertheless,  the  interest  in  other  less  tangible

contributions that migrants send home, is growing among sociologists (Levitt & Lamba-Nieves;

2010) as well as political geographers (Vélez-Torres, 2014)4. Levitt coined the concept of “social

remittances” in 1998 (Transnational Villages) when she observed that migrants do not only send

money but also “export ideas and behaviors back to their sending communities” (Levitt & Lamba-

Nieves, 2011). She later revised her concept and argued that migrants carry with them experiences

and ideas from their homeland to the host land, where they use this experiences and  acquire new

ones, which they send back home again (Ibid.2011). There is a circular characteristic to the concept.

I  argue, along with Vélez-Torres, that these ideas, behaviors, experiences and practices are acquired

through the diaspora experience,  that  is,  “new political  ideas  and practices  are  acquired trough

migration”  (Vélez  Torres  & Agergaard,  2014:117).  In  the  case  of  conflict-generated  diasporas,

people flee carrying with them diverse experiences of violence, repression, persecution (memories

of importance for TRCs) and from a state of vulnerability (being aliens in foreign countries) they

have to engage in political negotiations about social, economic and human rights with a range of

foreign state and non-state actors along the whole migration route. Even the wealthier parts of a

diaspora  who  might  take  safer  routes  to  the  destination,  will  have  to  engage  in  bureaucratic

processes of asylum and face hardships when adapting to settlement countries. 

4 See for instance this research initiative from the University of Oxford:  http://www.area-studies.ox.ac.uk/political-
remittances-understanding-political-impacts-migration-starting-october-2013#sthash.JoBAmyWI.dpuf 
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     Levitt (2011) suggests that researchers should look at the impact of these political remittances

“in one place,  at  one point  in  time” (Ibid,  3).  In this  study,  I  argue that  these experiences  are

constitutive of the diaspora experience, that new political ideas and practices are produced through

migration and are transferred to the homeland in the process of truth-telling, where they have a

positive impact raising the level of acknowledgement of the victims' suffering and rights.  In sum,

diasporas will demand obligations from the homeland state towards civil populations and push for

reparations for a greater universe of victims, even beyond the borders.       

3.2 Conceptualizing Acknowledgement 

     The  theoretical  paradigm  of  truth-telling  states  that  truth  contributes  to  healing  and

reconciliation. Thus, truth is not equal to reconciliation.  In TRCs, truth-telling is public and it has a

greater significance than just “knowing the truth” (Long, 2008:2).  In fact,  knowing the truth in

conflict-ridden societies is a stage that is taking place throughout the conflict, since both victims

and  perpetrators  usually  know what  happened,  who are  the  major  perpetrators,  who supported

whom. There are of course secrets that come to the light during the statement-taking phase of the

TRC, but generally people know who are the perpetrators and what they did. The crucial importance

of  public  truth-telling  is  that  it  has  the  potential  to  lead  to  acknowledgement.  Gouvier  quotes

Lawrence Weschler, who in the introduction to the book A Miracle, A Universe on Latin America

experiences  writes  about  a  conference  he  attended  where  the  matter  of  acknowledgement  is

discussed (Prader & Gouvier, 2003:66): 
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“Fragile, tentative democracies time and again hurl themselves toward an abyss, struggling over this

issue of truth. It’s a mysteriously powerful, almost magical notion, because often everyone already

knows the truth—everyone knows who the torturers were and what they did, the torturers know that

everyone knows, and everyone knows that they know. Why, then, this need to risk everything to render

that  knowledge  explicit?  The  participants…worried  this  question  around the  table  several  times—

distinctions  here  seemed  particularly  slippery  and  elusive—until  Thomas  Nagel,  a  professor  of

philosophy and law at New York University, almost stumbled upon an answer. “It’s the difference,”

Nagel said haltingly,  “between knowledge and ac-knowledgement.  It’s  what happens and can only

happen  to  knowledge when  it  becomes  officially  sanctioned,  when  it  is  made  part  of  the  public

cognitive  scene.”  Yes,  several  of  the  panelists  agreed.  And  that  transformation,  offered  another

participant,  is  sacramental.”  (Lawrence  Weschler,  A  Miracle,  a  Universe:  Setting  Accounts  with

Torturers (New York: Penguin, 1990)



     

Reconciliation on the national level, on which this study is pursued, is a long process, with its first

step  being  acknowledgement.  The  work  of  the  TRC  is  not  only  to  uncover  the  truth  but

acknowledging it  (Long, 2008:3).  It  is the process of acknowledgement that leads the TRCs to

recommend measures to repair the damages inflicted on the victims. Since something wrong has

been  done,  and  the  TRC is  acknowledging  it,  it  must  do  something  to  correct  it,  repair  it  or

compensate it. Therefore, we find the indicators of acknowledgement  in the final report, especially

in the recommendations. 

     The recommendations of the TRCS are based on the statements, the truth gathering that it has

done. The whole report and its recommendations “is the creation of a common social language”

(Quinn, 2011:47). The importance of the recommendations lie therefore in the capacity they have to

effectively acknowledging the victims and restoring their  dignity as citizens  and human beings

(Long, 2008:3). The civil society and the victims' organizations often use the reports from TRCs to

hold governments accountable for the rights of victims and citizens.

Acknowledgement and Reconciliation:

     I follow Bronéus in her understanding of reconciliation as “a societal process involving mutual

acknowledgment  of  past  suffering  and the  changing  of  destructive  attitudes  and behavior  into

constructive relationships toward sustainable peace” (Bronéus, 2008:12).

     The truth and reconciliation literature struggles to define what are the indicators of reconciliation

or the visible  aspects.  How can we say that  a  society has reconciled? Being acknowledgement

understood a first step, different from forgiveness, in which recognition of wrongdoing takes place,

and  a  precondition  for  reconciliation,  the  process  of  reconciliation  starts  with  the  immediate

outcome of the TRC: the Final Report. 

     Past  suffering  of  victims  during  conflicts  are  connected  to  human  rights  violations.

Acknowledging means recognizing the violations of human rights that happened to the universe of

victims affected, ensuring compensations and reparations and placing an obligation on the state for

the creation of a human rights culture. 
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      Truth and Reconciliation scholars struggle to effectively measuring the impact of TRCs in the

post-conflict society (Hirsch et al, 2006; Brahm, 2009) and agree that the implementation process of

the recommendations is a tricky one. Since the scope this thesis is examining the impact of the

diasporas in TRCs, which are temporary bodies, this investigation will focus on the level of the

acknowledgement that  can be reached in the TRC's recommendations and proposed reparations

programme:

     The theory path guiding the study is:

Figure 1.  Theory path building                                                                                           

     The public hearings and statement-taking exercise where diasporas participate are scenarios

where political remittances are being transferred to the homeland. What those transferred ideas and

practices do in the context of the TRC is raising the level of acknowledgement of a wider universe

of victims. In short, the diaspora will talk about rights and demand rights as an essential part of the
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reconciliation. Having those rights explicitly spelled out in the recommendations is an indicator of

acknowledgement of the past wrongdoings. 

Therefore: I argue that diaspora participation in truth commissions leads to an increased level of

acknowledgement in the immediate outcome of the commission; the final report, which positively

contributes to national reconciliation 

Figure 2. Causal diagram.                            

     Having followed this theoretical path, I expect truth commissions with an active participation of

diasporas in all phases from design to implementation to produce recommendations with  higher

levels of acknowledgement manifested in reparations to wider groups of victims and placing clear

responsibility on the state for the human rights in the country. 
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4. RESEARCH DESIGN 

     In order to answer the research question proposed, a series of methodological choices have been

made, which are going to be explained in this section. First of all, it is important to clarify that

investigations about the participation of diasporas in TRCs are scarce. This could be because of two

reasons:  (1)  there  are  few  examples  of  diaspora  participation  in  truth  commissions  and  in

transitional justice generally. When there are investigations that stumble upon the subject, they are

not  interested  exclusively  in  the  effect  of  diaspora  participation  and  do  not  use  methods

accordingly5  or they are descriptive (Young & Park, 2009; Steinberg, 2010; Wiebelhaus-Brahm,

2013; Haider, 2013) (2) Diasporas in the field of peace and conflict studies is quite new and still

evolving both methodologically and theoretically. The studies are often of descriptive nature and

single-case studies. In this sense, this research is going to use a classic method applied to an under-

researched area and will be primarily theory-testing, with an element of theory-building. 

4.1 Method and Case Selection 

    The method applied to this study is structured focused comparison. It is a method that suits the

research objective well because: (1) both the independent as well as the dependent variable require

context-based analysis and are not easily measured quantitatively as clear dichotomous variables.

TRCs are also best analysed with consideration to their specific mandates. (2) It is a method that is

used to analyze a single aspect of a wider political or historical phenomenon (George & Bennet;

2005:70). 

     Structured  focused  comparison  is  “structured”  in  the  sense  that  the  researcher  answers

systematically to a set of questions relevant for the research objective in each of the cases to be

compared and “focused” in that the questions should capture the single aspect of interest for the

research objective (Ibid.). I have furthermore concentrated on a specific mechanism (transferring of

political remittances) which also requires a comparative small n-case study that allows me to track

the causal mechanisms linking the independent and the dependent variable. 

5 See for example Joanna Quinn's work “Politics of Acknowledgement” (2003) where she conducts a comparison of 
two reconciliation commissions: Haiti and Uganda. The case of Haiti had an important diaspora component, but the
Quinn was more interested in the broader mechanisms of acknowledgement as such and did not deepen in how 
the diaspora exactly participated in this. 
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     The theoretical model outlined suggests that diaspora participation in TRCs has a positive effect

on  national  reconciliation  because  they  contribute  to  more  comprehensive  truth  gathering  and

transfer political remittances which raises the level of acknowledgement in the outcome of the truth

commission. My interest then lies in the presence or absence of the independent variable (diaspora

participation)  and  whether  changes  in  this  variable  have  effects  on  my  dependent  variable

(acknowledgement). Therefore I conduct a purposive selection procedure (Gerring, 2007:88) and

select the cases on the basis of variation in the independent variable. 

     Having decided that, I turn to look at the universe of cases.  As stated earlier there are very few

cases in which a diaspora has actively participated in a TRC. The literature names the following: the

Kenyan TRC conducted interviews with refugees in refugee camps in Uganda in 2011 with the

object of investigating how they could become a part of the transitional justice, East Timor did the

same  with  refugees  in  neighboring  countries,  and  Sierra  Leone  collected  175  statements  from

refugees living in refugee camps (Haider, 2013:215). The two cases with active participation of the

diaspora in their TRC are Haiti and Liberia. In the former, the diaspora was actively lobbying for a

TRC (Commission nationale de vérité et de justice) and sent written statements from abroad. In the

latter, the truth commission traveled abroad and conducted public hearings in countries with major

diaspora presence. 

     The universe of cases is not big which also makes it more important when selecting cases. I want

to compare if diaspora participation effectively has the impact I hypothesize. I therefore, will try to

choose cases that are  most similar in as many variables as possible but differ in the variable of

interest (George & Bennet, 2006:131). Liberia and Sierra Leone emerged as the best choice. Liberia

is one of the two cases with extensive diaspora participation in its truth commission and is neighbor

with Sierra Leone, that did not have a diaspora participation in its commission. Even though 175

refugees in refugee camps in Ghana were interviewed, the number of the statements is too small and

my definition of diaspora is broader than only comprising refugees in camps (see definition). On the

other hand, both countries were severely affected by civil wars going on almost in the same period

of time (Liberia from 1979-2003 and Sierra Leone from 1990-2002) and both conflicts were closely

connected, as the former president of Liberia, Charles Taylor was prosecuted for crimes against

humanity committed in Sierra Leone. Cultural and economic factors are also held as constant as we
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can in social sciences. Both Liberia and Sierra Leone as part of the West African region saw major

refugee  flows  moving  around  as  well  as  forced  recruitment  of  children  and  an  enormously

deteriorated human rights situation. When looking at their truth commissions, both came about in

peace agreements and shared many characteristics in terms of mandate, duration, and crimes to

investigate. But they varied in the variable of interest.

Truth and Reconciliation
Commission 

Sierra Leone Liberia 

Origin The Lomé Peace Agreement of 7th of 
July  1999 between the government of 
Sierra Leone and the RUF. 

The  Comprehenisve  Peace  Agreement  of
Accra, 2003. 

Mandate “The  TRC  is  mandated  to  create  an

impartial,  historical  record  of  the

conflict,  address  impunity;  respond  to

the  needs  of  victims;  promote  healing

and  reconciliation;  and  prevent  a

repetition  of  the violations  and  abuses

suffered". TRC Report

”To  its  core  mandate  of  investigating  and

determining  responsibility  for  ‘egregious’

domestic crimes, ‘gross’ violations of human

rights  and  ‘serious’  humanitarian  law

violations  as  well  as  examining  the  root

causes of  Liberia’s various episodes of state

breakdown  and  violent  conflicts  to

recommend  measures  to ensure  that  truth,

justice and reconciliation become permanent

features of Liberia’s socioeconomic, political,

legal and cultural landscape.” TRC report

Duration 2002-2004 2006-2009

Time to be investigated  1991-2002 1979-2003

Nr. of Commissioners 7 9

Total Nr of Statements 7707 Ca.17000

Diaspora statements 175

in refugee camps in Ghana

1631

Included statements from a refugee camp
in Ghana, and public hearings in the USA

and UK, as well as a special “diaspora
project” within the commission with a

commissioner that had been member of
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the diaspora, in charge.

     Table. 1 Main Characteristics. Case Selection

     Qualitative case studies do not allow to control for all the confounding variables that might

appear, possible alternative explanations will be discussed. The operationalization of the variables is

constructed  in  such  a  way  that  the  same  can  be  replicated  by  other  researchers.  In  terms  of

generaliseability,  with  some  reservations  that  will  be  addressed  in  the  section  for  alternative

explanations, this study speaks to the scholarship on diasporas in relation to TRCs and possibly

transitional justice. 

4.2 Operationalization of the Variables 

      Three  elements  in  the theory are important  to  assess:  the independent  variable  (diaspora

participation),  the  dependent  variable  (acknowledgement)  and  the  causal  mechanism  (political

remittances). Acknowledgement, as outlined in the theoretical framework, is conceptualized as a

precondition to national reconciliation. The implementation of the recommendations of a TRC are

beyond the scope of this thesis and would require a larger study with participant methodologies in

order to assess diasporas' role in the process after the truth commission's work is done. My unit of

analysis will therefore be the “truth commission”, as a transitional, temporary, investigative body of

national character, that means, established by a national government to investigate past crimes and

causes of the conflict in an intrastate war, as well as formulate recommendations for the future of

that nation. 

     With the above in mind the variables and causal mechanism will be operationalized as follows: 

Operationalization of the independent variable

Since I selected the cases on the basis of variation in the independent variable, I already know

something about this variable when I start. But I need to dig more into the nature of the diaspora

participation in order to demonstrate for the reader how the cases differ in the presence or absence

of the independent variable and in order to produce an informed comparative analysis.  A set of

questions is  posed  to  each  case,   designed  to  assess  not  only  the  presence  or  absence  of  the

participation of diaspora but also the quality of that participation. 
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     In the case of Sierra Leone, 175 statements from refugees in refugee camps in Ghana were

collected. When selecting the cases, I made the decision to include Sierra Leone because I deemed

that the participation of those refugees does not compare to the participation of diaspora in my

definition of the term. Indeed, diaspora is not equal to refugees in camps. Diaspora makes reference

to larger  groups of people with a common origin or cultural  identity who are dispersed across

countries and heterogeneous: there are refugees, exiles but also people who are well-established in

the  host  countries  and  who  organize  transnationally.  Refugees  in  camps  in  the  neighbouring

countries  constitute a part  of the diaspora but we can not talk about “diaspora” as a whole when

referring only to them. In the Liberian case I knew from start that there had been public hearings in

the United States, UK and Ghana and that a special “Diaspora Project” had started within the TRC.

     The operationalization of this variable will systematically be assessed through the following

questions: 

Pure participation Quality of the participation Outcome of the participation

Did the diaspora participate?

Which sectors of the diaspora?

Who took the initiative to the 
inclusion of the diaspora? 
- the diaspora, the government, 
international organizations, other
actor?

How was the participation 
implemented in practice? 

What  recommendations  to  the  TRC

were formulated by the diaspora?

What  recommendations  from  the

diaspora did the TRC incorporate?

     Table 2. Operationalization of the Independent Variable 

Causal mechanism:

     I theorize that diasporas constitute a different kind of victims (and perpetrators) and therefore

their contributions will be different in nature. The diaspora experience is crucial in shaping their

ideas,  norms and suggestions  to  the  Commission.  These  political  remittances being  transferred

through the work of the commission will have an impact on the outcome effectively raising the

level of acknowledgement (dependent variable). 

     Since the diaspora experience is transnational by nature (happening in a transnational space of

border crossing, back and forth, within cultures) where the migrants  have to engage in political
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negotiations about social, economic and human rights with a range of foreign state and non-state

actors along the whole migration route, the political remittances will be assessed by the questions:

 What are the specific contributions of the diaspora to the Commission? Are there prominent

themes? What did the diaspora talked about and demand?

 What  international  aspects  from  their  experience  do  they  bring  to  the  work  of  the

Commission? 

Operationalization of the dependent variable

     I am interested in the effect that diasporas participating in the TRCs can have in the outcome of

the TRC, the final report. Not all truth commissions function the same and their outcomes, the final

reports are presumably affected by factors like the composition of the participants. The final report

of a truth and reconciliation commission has two main objectives: (1) to give a narrative historical

account of the traumatic past. This account is based on the statements taken from the participants

and findings by the TRC investigations and (2) to formulate recommendations, according to its

mandate, in order to ensure that the violations of the past will never again occur. It is the principle

of the “never again”. (Espinoza et Al, 2003). 

     The Final Report matters. It is the indicator of how much acknowledgement has been achieved.

It  becomes  an  authoritative  document  for  the  transition  society  and  civil  society  and  its

organizations often use it to hold governments accountable (Brahm, 2007).  Therefore, what they

contain and the language used matter.

     When studying how diaspora participation raise the acknowledgement level in the work of the

truth commission I therefore look at the immediate outcome: the final report. The implementation of

the recommendations are of course important, but that step would be beyond the scope of this study,

and I would say, beyond the power of the diaspora6. The diaspora can use the report just as the civil

society, to exercise political activism and hold the government accountable, but implementation in

itself is a matter of good government capacity, political will, and many other factors that can not

6 Or it could be influenced by the diaspora as well, but that would be another kind of study. The short time frame of 
this study would not allow to dig into that subject and it would require another methodology to investigate until 
what degree the diaspora was influential in the implementation of the recommendations. 
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possibly be measured here. The objective of this study is to analyse the impact of the diaspora

participation in the commission accordingly to the theoretical framework and test the theory that

diasporas raise the level of acknowledgement in the commission. 

     To assess acknowledgement in the final reports I will look at its recommendations, and ask:

 Which victims are entitled to reparations? 

     Reparations  are  especially  important  when  assessing  acknowledgement because  it  is  a

recognition of wrongdoings and a sign sent by the government that it treats the issue of victims

seriously. Theo Van Boven, (Espinoza et Al, 2003:88), who have studied reparations, makes the

following  classification  and  I  will  compare  the  final  recommendations  from Sierra  Leone  and

Liberia looking for the presence or absence of each aspect: 

 Restitution (restoration of the situation as it was before the violation, ex: property) 

 Compensation (often of economic nature for a damage made to someone) 

 Rehabilitation (promotion of services: health, education, judicial, social to victims)

 Satisfaction and guarantees of nonrepetition (end of the violations, public diffusion of the

official  truth,  public  restoration  of  the  dignity  of  the  victims,  public  recognition  of

wrongdoing and acceptance of responsibility, public apologies, commemorations, memory

places, education in human rights) 

Content analysis

     The next step in assessing  acknowledgement achieved during the TRC work and  tracing the

impact  of the diaspora accordingly to  my theory on the  political  remittances transferred to the

country through the TRC is making a  text analysis of the recommendations. Text analysis – as a

qualitative method within the content analysis tradition-  is good to use when we want to confirm or

disconfirm a hypothesis (Bernard, 2016:510) . Language matters and how texts are written and the

themes they choose to  mention or  not  mention are  good indicators  of  how people think.  TRC

Recommendations will also set the social language in the tone for the relationship between the civil

society – and the government. My background as an anthropologist  was also influential  for the
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inclusion of this methodological tool in this step. I treat the recommendations in the final reports as

my “informants” from the field.

     An important indicator for acknowledgement and which I think is a political remittance of the

diaspora,  is  reinforcing  the  concept  of  human  rights  as  the  overall  normative  principle  of  the

relationship between the government and the civil society. Through migration, encountering other

governments and states and other civil societies, I expect diasporas to transfer the ideas about the

obligation of the state in the creation of a human rights culture. Since truth commissions often use

beautiful words and politically accepted language, I will look for the contrary: 

statements where there is an expressed consideration with the state concerning the needs or rights

of the victims or where the realization of the rights of the victims is balanced against the needs or

shortcomings of  the state (government). 

The scheme is simple as to allow replication, and will be taken from the recommendations chapter

in every report: 

Theme Sierra Leone Liberia 

Consideration with  the
state  (Flexibility  in  the
issue of victims ' rights) 

  Present? #times

Not present?

Present? #times

Not present?

           Table 3. Content Analysis, dependent variable                            

An example is: 

“Of utmost importance was the need to balance the needs of victims and the state's responsibility to

them, and the development agenda of the country in which every citizen is entitled to participate

and benefit from”. 

     Since the diaspora can have more experience than local victims' groups in negotiating rights with

other  governments,  and  non-state  actors,  and  have  come  into  contact  with  other  forms  of

governance  and  relationship  between  civil  society and  the  government,  I  expect  that  the  TRC

recommendations in the Liberian case will be so to speak, tougher on marking the obligations of the
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state towards the victims and civil society. Such a report would give the civil society and victim

groups a powerful document to hold the government accountable in the post-conflict phase. 

Theory-building exercise

     I will include the following question: are there any other outcomes outside of the TRC work that

the diaspora participation in the TRC had or led to? It is an open question that is intended to capture

other possible effects of my independent variable that are otherwise not easily captured by my

initial research question. This is made as a theory-building exercise that can show potential issues

for further research. This line of thought is animated by the insights from diaspora studies that show

that  diasporas  are  particularly active  on  three  levels:  homeland  politics,  host  land  politics  and

international politics (Østergaard-Nielsen, 2003). I suspect that there can be collateral outcomes. 

The issue of causality and endogeneity:   

     I am attempting to assess the impact of diasporas in the work of TRCs.  Here, it is important to

have in mind that TRCs are themselves the result of a transition (Brahm, 2007). That means, that the

conflict-ridden  society  was  already  somehow  predisposed  to  reconcile  and  recognize  the  past

damages. Nevertheless, TRCs are arenas of debate already from design and several actors will try to

push for the best outcome; the right historical account, the right victims to repair, the right types of

reparations  and so on.  With a qualitative  angle with systematic  questions I  intend to  trace the

influence of the diaspora in the work of the TRCs to the final outcome: the final report. From there,

TRC scholars seem to agree that “the commission's impact is built upon its ability to carve out a

legacy through its report,  which serves as an authoritative moral voice and as a focal point for

continued pressure from domestic and international actors to achieve a more peaceful, democratic

society” (Brahm, 2007:29). Based on this assumption I suggest that depending on the impact that

the diaspora can have in the final report, their participation will be beneficial or less beneficial for

the process of national reconciliation.  If the cases do not show any differences in their level of

acknowledgement of victims as measured here, it could lead to think that the diaspora did not add

much to the truth-gathering exercise. If the commission with the diaspora component indeed lead to

higher levels of acknowledgement  it would give moderate support to the theory and would call for

further research. If the commission without diaspora participation had better results, it would not
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give support to the theory but would anyway ask for further research, to be able to assess if the

diaspora participation indeed had a  negative impact.  The field is  growing and this  is  a  modest

contribution that I hope can lead both researchers, students, policymakers, diaspora members and

governments to continue refining the methods and the questions in this fascinating theme in a time

when migration seems to be on the global agenda. 

4.3 Sources:

     The sources from which this  study collects  data are the Final Reports  from the Truth and

Reconciliation  Commission  of  Liberia  and the  Truth  and Reconciliation  Commission  of  Sierra

Leone.  Additional  sources  are  academic  articles,  the  website  of  the  Truth  and  Reconciliation

Commission of Liberia7, reports from international organizations and the website The Perspective8,

which has been popular among the Liberian diaspora and has still articles from the time the LTRC

was working. 

4.4 Structure of the empirical analysis

     In the next section, the empirical analysis is undertaken. Every case will be treat separately

according to the proposed research design. The last section in every case chapter will be a “within-

case  analysis”.  A  between-case  analysis  will  follow  and  lastly  limitations  and  alternative

explanations will be addressed. Conclusions will summarize with an inclusion of ideas for further

research. 

5. LIBERIA 
7 Available at: http://trcofliberia.org/

8 http://www.theperspective.org/ last accessed 20 May 2016
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5.1 Background

Liberia: “When the Rebels Came, Everyone Scattered9”

     Located in the West African region, with coast on the Atlantic and surrounded by Sierra Leone,

Guinea and Côte d'Ivoire, Liberia presumes of having being one of the two independent nations in

Africa throughout the colonial era. In 1822, the United States was responsible for its creation, as the

chosen home for  the  freed  slaves.  They came to  be known as  “Americo-Liberians”.  However,

Liberia was not an empty land when the freed slaves arrived, there were indigenous groups and the

conflicts over land between the settlers and the indigenous is a characteristic of the early days of the

nation (Final Report, Vol II, p 105). Today, Liberia is composed of 16 ethnic groups (The World

FactBook).

     The Americo-Liberians, became the elite and ruled the  new nation throughout the XIX century

and until 1980 when a coup d'etat against president William Tolbert ended their hegemony. Samoel

Doe assumes as the new president of the republic. For the first time, a member of an indigenous

group (the Krahn) came to power. The rule of Doe was not peaceful but instead exacerbated ethnic

politics  as  he  favored  his  own  ethnic  group.  The  Liberian  community  in  the  United  States,

composed of mostly well educated Americo-Liberians, was discontent with Doe and lobbied against

him. Doe's initial support from the population faded because of brutal repression. “Gross violations

of human rights became the order of the day. Assassination of opponents became a choice tactic”10.

It  is  during  the  1980s  and  especially,  in  the  second  half  of  the  decade,  that  middle-class  och

working-class Liberians start to flee to the United States and the composition of the diaspora starts

to change. 

     In 1990 Doe is removed from power by Charles Taylor, an Americo-Liberian and its NPFL. In

this period, the diaspora in the United States becomes divided over the support to Taylor. Ms Ellen

Jhonson Sirleaf was on the side that supported Taylor (LTRC, Final Report).  She is  years later

elected as the first president after the civil wars in 2005. 

9 This phrase corresponds to one of the statements given by one victim to the LTRC Diaspora Project. “House of Two 
Rooms”. Diaspora Project Report to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia. Chapter 13, “The Diaspora 
Experience”, p. 308. 

10 Ibid. p. 147
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     The first Liberian civil war starts on Christmas eve 1989 and goes on until 1997, when Taylor

wins elections after the Abuja Accords. Unfortunately peace remains elusive and from 1997-2003

the  second civil  war  takes  place with Taylor  fighting the  opposition,  especially the  Krahn and

Mandingo who formed the ULIMO (Käihkö, 2015:252), and later the LURD with support, from

neighboring countries such as Sierra Leone and Ghana. 

    After 14 years of a chaotic war, as it has been described, the Liberian two civil wars left 250 000

deaths and a million displaced, in a country of 3,5 million people (Long, 2008). In august 2003, the

parties signed the “Comprehensive Peace Agreement Between the Government of Liberia and the

LURD and the Movement for Democracy in Liberia (MODEL) and Political Parties Accra”. Article

XIII of the agreement includes the provision for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 

5.2  The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia

Origin

     Article XIII of the CPA in Accra 2003, is the origin of the Liberian Truth and Reconciliation

Commission. The Commission shall “provide a forum that will address issues of impunity, as well

as an opportunity for both the victims and perpetrators of human rights violations to share their

experiences,  in  order  to  get  a  clear  picture  of  the  past  to  facilitate  genuine  healing  and

reconciliation”  (CPAA, Article XIII).  The TRC is the result of a compromise between the civil

society that wanted a war crimes tribunal and the warlords who thought that a mechanism like the

TRC  provided  amnesty  and  in  order  to  escape  retributive  justice,  they  pushed  for  a  truth

commission (Hayner, 2007; Allen, 2010; Steinberg, 2010:37). 

     The Act to Establish the Truth and Reconciliation Commission  of Liberia was enacted on May

12th, 2005 and gives the Commission the power to investigate and to recommend wartime offenders

for prosecution. The TRC was then given powers that the former warlords had not anticipated, but

nobody saw it as a real threat because the TRC lacked the financial means to effectively carry out

this  mandate.  “For  their  part,  former  warlords  treated  the  commissioners  with  open contempt,

addressing them sometimes by their  first  names,  at  others as “pekin” -  “little boy” in Liberian

English” (Steinberg, 2010:38-39).
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The mandate

     Article IV of the Act of the LTRC from 2005 describes the specific objectives: to promote

national peace, security and reconciliation. They will be reached through the investigation of what

happened during the period from January 1979 to October 2003. This would be done by hearing the

victims and perpetrators of those violations so as to “create a clear picture of the past so as to

facilitate  genuine  healing  and  reconciliation”  (Art  IV,  Act  of  the  TRC).  The  nature  of  the

Commission is independent from all political manipulations as stipulated in Article V. In February

2006, president Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf inaugurated the Commission. 

The Commissioners:

     Nine commissioners were appointed: Sheikh Kafumba, a muslim peace activist; Rev. Gerald

Coleman; an engineer and diplomat; Ms Pearl Brown, a prominent lawyer; Bishop Arthur Kulah,

from the Methodist church; Mr Jerome Verdier, a human rights activist and environmental laywer;

Ms Massa Wasshingon, an awarded journalist and women's rights activist; Mrs Dede Dolpei, also a

womens' rights and peace activist, Mr Oumu Sylla, an accountant and Jhon Stewart, a journalist and

activist.  They  worked  from  february  2006  until  30th June  2009,  when  the  Final  Report  was

delivered. 

Problems faced by the Commission:

     The  LTRC faced funding problems.  The Commissioners  had initially to  take care of  the

administrative  tasks  themselves  (Long,  2008:5;  Allen  et  Al,  2010).   Logistical  and  staffing

problems, extensive mandate and external criticism were also problems for the LTRC. 

     In  spite  of  the  difficulties,  the  LTRC collected  more  than  17.000  statements  which  is  a

considerable number in a country of around 3,5 million at the time for the commission's work. In

comparison, the TRC of South Africa collected approximately 21 000 statements in a population

fourteen times the size of Liberia (Benetech, 2009:5). The LTRC made also the effort to reach the

countryside. But did not stop there, and engaged the diaspora as well. 

     The Final Report
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     The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia is composed of two

volumes of over 400 pages combined. Additionally the LTRC made available 16 appendices to the

final report, including the Descriptive Statistics and the Final Report from the Diaspora Project11. 

5.3 Diaspora Participation 

Operationalization of the Independent Variable: 

Pure participation

     The Liberian diaspora did participate in the Commission.  Table 4. shows the geographical

location of the statement-givers: 

DIASPORA STATEMENTS TO THE DIASPORA PROJECT OF
THE LTRC

United States 230

United Kingdom 15

Ghana (Buduburam refugee camp) 1386

Total 1631

Resettled refugees in the US and UK 230

Table 4. Diaspora Statements in LTRC                                          

      600 volunteers helped in taking statements form the that made up nine percent of all  the

statements  taken by the  LTRC (Steinberg,  2010).  230 of  those  statements  came from resettled

refugees  in  the  US  and  UK  (The  Advocates  of  Human  Rights,  2009:14  and  Appendix  H).

“Resettled” means that they were refugees in another country before getting help to come to the

United States and the United Kingdom. UNHCR is the organ through which resettlement often

takes place. These figures would suggest that the most active sector in providing statements in the

diaspora were the less privileged migrants. First of all, a majority of the statements came directly

from the refugee camp in Ghana. And a majority of the statements gathered in the United States and

the United Kingdom came from resettled refugees . 

11 All the reports and apendices are available here http://trcofliberia.org/
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     The Liberian diaspora in the United States is a lot more diverse and bigger than the group that

testified to the LTRC. In 2007, when the LTRC spread information in Staten Island12 inviting to

testify there were around 3000-4000 Liberians only there. In the United States the numbers varied

from  26.000  to  39.000  (Steinberg,  2010).  Minnesota  being  the  home  to  the  largest  Liberian

community outside of West Africa. As Steinberg says: “If the TRC's venture into the diaspora in the

United States is to be judged by levels of public  participation, it did not go well” (Steinberg, 2010).

Many factors seem to have impacted in the low participation rate. The LTRC quickly got a critical

mass in the global Liberian diaspora that used online mechanisms to communicate their negative

sentiment  (Wiebelhaus-Brahm,  2013:78).  Divisions  within  the  diaspora  and  the  image  that  the

LTRC would grant infamous perpetrators impunity appear to have made the diaspora reluctant to

fully engage. Even though the Liberian community in the United States had played an important

role fuelling the conflict (Steinberg, 2010; Käihkö, 2015) very few perpetrators came to testify. This

might have to do with the potential risk of facing prosecution or negative immigration consequences

(Young & Park, 346) since people testifying abroad were not granted immunity as those within the

country.  To counter that, the diaspora project offered the option of giving anonymous and online

statements as well (Young & Park, 2009:346). Still, the fear of being under foreign laws and fragile

migration status, might have resulted in low participation. Another explanation is that Liberians in

the United States were a fragmented community with trust problems, and they needed time “to build

up  a  level  of  interpersonal  trust  with  the  statement-taker”  (Wiebelhaus-Brahm,  2013:81).

Additionally, Wiebelhaus-Brahm also names that people feared retribution towards themselves or

their relatives back home if giving testimony. All of these factors combined were influential when

weighing the decision whether to participate or not. 

     A different composition of testifiers were present in the Buduburam refugee camp, where more

perpetrators came forward “after specific outreach to a community based organization formed by

former child soldiers” (Young & Park, 2009:346).

      In spite of the low turn-out, the LTRC made a major innovation opening for the participation of

the  diaspora.  It  is  the  first  TRC  to  systematically  try  to  engage  its  citizens  abroad.  The  600

volunteers designed information targeting the regular spaces visited by the Liberian community:

12 See the report from the New York Times on the LTRCs efforts to reach out to Liberians in Staten Island 
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/18/nyregion/18liberians.html?_r=0   
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churches, sporting events,the internet (Young & Park, 2009:345) and organized five days of public

hearings  in  St  Paul  Minnesota  with  the  presence  of  all  the  nine  commissioners  in  June  2008.

Technology was an important instrument in the outreach strategy: mail, phone and online statement

were offered as options for the Liberians in the diaspora. Private in-camera hearings were also used

to protect the identity of statement-givers and finally the LTRC partnered with the Georgia Institute

of  Technology  to  design  its  website  -that  is  still  available-.  On  the  website,  besides  giving

statements, Liberians could use discussion forums and upload their own media (Long, 2008:5) 

Quality of the Participation

     The LTRC saw the necessity to engage its diaspora because it was a generalized perception that

it  had been crucial  in supporting warring parties (Young & Park, 2009). In the mandate,  under

“Other Powers”, Section 27, the LTRC is allowed to gather “any information it considers relevant,

including the ability to request reports, assistance of foreign governments, nonresident Liberians,

records, documents or any information from any source” (TRC Act, 2005, Mandate. Commissioner

Massa Washington, who also was in charge of the diaspora project explains why it was important:

“Elements in the diaspora put [Charles] Taylor's invasion together. And once the war began, the

same diaspora kept it going with funding for ammunition and food... This involvement remained

right  up  to  the  end.  When  the  peace  talks  convened  in  Accra,  and  news  of  Charles  Taylor's

indictment reached the US, many people rushed to airports... to get on a flight to Ghana. They

wanted to arrive in time to get cabinet posts. In the light of this history... a truth commission that

did not go to America would have been a joke” (Steinberg, 2010:42).  Washington herself had been

part of the diaspora when she was obliged to leave the country in the middle of the 80s under the

Samuel Doe regime. But had returned to the country in subsequent years and obliged to leave every

time. 

     The international community was not positively positioned to this endeavour arguing that the

mandate was already too extensive and also because of exactly the same reason that the LTRC

wanted the diaspora, because of they were seen as peace-wreckers (Young & Park, 2009). We can

conclude that the diaspora did not initiate the process of inclusion in the commission, but the LTRC

did. 
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How was the participation implemented in practice? 

     In order to reach the diaspora, the LTRC partnered with an American Non-governmental Human

Rights Organization, The Advocates for Human Rights (hereafter, The Advocates). They had their

headquarters  in  Minnesota  and had worked extensively with  refugee  rights  and knew well  the

Liberian  community  because  many  of  them  were  their  clients  (The  Advocates,  2009:36).  An

important factor was that it  was deemed necessary to reach the Liberian community through an

impartial  actor.  The community was divided (Steinberg,2010;  Käikhö,  2015:253),  and having a

Liberian  actor  in  charge  of  the  statement-taking  exercise  was  not  an  appropriate  approaching

strategy. The Advocates accepted the task and designed an own funding strategy to support the

project, since there was not funding coming from Liberia or the international community.  They

worked with volunteers and pro-bono lawyers. 

Outcome of the diaspora participation

Recommendations

 Since  the  diaspora  participated,  what  were  their  recommendations  and  which

recommendations did the TRC incorporate?     

Based on the statements gathered from the diaspora, the Diaspora Project summarized in 92 pages

(chapter 14) their recommendations. 

Table  5  compares  the  recommendations  of  the  Diaspora  Project  with  the  LTRC  final

recommendations as to see what was included and what was left out:       

DIASPORA LTRC 

I. Reparations Program:

[Restitution,  Compensation,  Rehabilitation,
Satisfaction and Guarantees of Nonrepetition]

Restitution: Not  incorporated  (only  the  right  to  citizenship
but  not  the  right  to  get  property  back)  Compansation:
Partially  incorporated,  (land  rights),  Rehabilitation:
Incorporated.  Satisfaction:  Incorporated  [public  sanctions,
mandatory public apologies, memorialization]

II. Recommendations Related to Refugees in the West
African Sub/Region 

[Refugee  rights  in  the  region,  recommendations
directed at Liberian government and governments in

Not incorporated 
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the region]

III. Civil and Political Rights 

[right  to  life,  right  to  dignity,prohibition  of  torture,
slavery,  Administration  of  Justice,  policing  matters,
freedom of expression]

Partially incorporated. 

Absent themes: explicitly prohibition of torture, and slavery
(not named)

IV. Ending Impunity for Violations 1979-2003

[Recommends  prosecution,  cautioning  about
amnesties, vetting, lustration from military and public
office  to  those  implicated  in  violations  of  human
rights]

 In Chapter 12, 13 and 14– on Accountability:

Prosecution: Incorporated  and  naming  perpetrators.
Recommends an ”Extraordinary Criminal Court  for Liberia”.
Cautioning about amnesties:  partially incorporated.  Vetting:
incorporated. 

V. Corruption 

[Implementation  of  international  treaties,  Anti-
Corruption Commission- whistle-blower programs]

Incorporated. 

VI. Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

[Sustainable  development,  international  treaties
against  discrimination,  protection  of  children,  social
progress,  infrastructure  to  communities,  education,
healthcare, 

Mostly Incorporated 

VII.  Non-Discrimination  Measures  Related  to
Minorities and Women

[Protection of minorities 

Partially incorporated

-  Disabled  persons  are  not  named  in  the  Final
Recommendations. Some specific recommendations related
to women are not included like: the rights of widows and the
minimum age to marry (the diaspora recommends 18) and
encouraging  of  monogamous  marriages.  But  many  of  the
recommendations from the diaspora are included. 

VIII. Implementation and International Support 

[On implementing body, recommendations directed to
international community to help implementation and
they themselves protect human rights)

Partially incorporated 

[The recommendation on the implementing body is included.
The recommendations about other countrie's obligations to
ensure human rights are not. ]

IX. Recommendations Related to Liberians Residing in
the United States.

[Recommendations to the US on refugee protection,
and relating to increase cooperation between Liberia
and the Diaspora as well as reconciliation initiatives in
the diaspora]

Partially incorporated. 

Not the recommendations directed to the US government. 

Included:  dual  citizenship  recommendations,  increasing
relationships with the diaspora, embassies should promote
reconciliation in the diaspora. 

Table 5. Diaspora Recommendations in the Final Recommendations 
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     These recommendations were based on the statements taken from the diaspora. They included

three major areas: the institutional and structural changes that needed to take place in Liberia for a

durable peace, the preoccupations of refugees and asylum-seekers and recommendations directed at

the  international  community.  There  are  in  total  385  recommendations,  with  very  detailed

instructions about human rights and protections of the victims and refugees.

     “Reparations Program” is the first  theme and contains 98 recommendations with measures

addressing all the aspects that Theo Van Boven outlined: restitution, compensation, rehabilitation

and satisfaction and guarantees of nonrepetition. The diaspora main concerns are reflected in the

document from the diaspora project:  the need to know about disappeared relatives, the need to

reunite with family, the need to rehabilitation, dual citizenship and the discrimination suffered in

exile. The recommendations are directed at the Liberian government but also to the international

community, the West African sub-region's governments, the United Nations Security Council. 

     The document makes a well  anchored discussion about international legal framework. The

international  perspective  is  ample.  Based  on  the  report  from  the  diaspora  project,  there  are

recommendations  related  to  the  international  economic  system,  exhorting  the  international

community to implement “trade based on principles of equality and non-discrimination” and to

comply to the international recommendation of “aid volume target of a minimum of one percent of

the gross national product at market prices of economically advanced countries” (The Advocates,

2009:483). 

     In short, the final report from the diaspora project and its recommendations place the Liberian

conflict in an international perspective, with a greater universe of victims and makes also visible

that violations of human rights against Liberians are also happening outside of Liberia More actors

are exhorted to protect human rights. 

Pure participation Quality of the participation Outcome of the participation

Did the diaspora participate?

Yes, 1631 statements. Relatively
low participation.

Which sectors of the diaspora?

Who took the initiative to the 
inclusion of the diaspora? 
- the diaspora, the government,
international organizations, 
other actor?

What recommendations to the TRC
were formulated by the diaspora? 

385  recommendations  covering  9
themes.  Human  rights  in  the
homeland,  in  the  host  land  (refugee
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Mostly refugees and asylum-
seekers in Ghana, US and UK

The LTRC

How was the participation 
implemented in practice? 

Extensive  use  of  technology:

online  statements,  phone,

discussion  forums  on  webpage,

but  also  public  hearings  in  the

US, the UK and statement-taking

in  refugee  camp  Buduburam in

Ghana.

rights) and on the  international scene.

What  recommendations  from  the
diaspora did the TRC incorporate?

Many  were  incorporated,  mostly
related  to  the  homeland.  Refugee
rights  in  other  countries  were  not
incorporated, but  the returnees'  rights
were and the right of dual citizenship
and the need to help reconciliation in
the diaspora. 

Table 6. Assessing the independent variable in Liberia 

5. 4 Causal Mechanism: Political Remittances

What are the specific contributions of the Diaspora to the Commission? What themes do they talk

about? What international aspects of their experience do they bring to the work of the Commission?

    The diaspora project produced its own final report called “A House of Two Rooms”13   with

fourteen chapters and appendices. It summarizes the sufferings of the victims in chapters like “Child

Soldiers” or “Women”. Two chapters are devoted to the specific international aspects of the conflict:

chapter  12 titled “The Role of the United States” and chapter  13 with the title  “The Diaspora

Experience”. 

     Chapter 12 about the role of the United States, depicts the historical relationship between Liberia

and the States and the expectations that Liberians had about an American intervention to help stop

the violence or at least, to intervene with humanitarian help. The chapter digs into the historical

support that the United States had given to oppressive regimes in Liberia. 

    Statement-givers in the diaspora told the LTRC diaspora project of their efforts to get help from

the American Embassy in Monrovia, their despair watching the foreigners being evacuated while

Liberians were not given help and the sense of being left alone. 

13 The Diaspora Project Report is still available at: http://www.theadvocatesforhumanrights.org/Final_Report.html
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     One statement-giver told the Commission: “Liberians were throwing dead bodies over the

embassy wall to appeal to the sympathy of [the] United States government and to make sure  that

they couldn’t ignore the Liberians who were dying on the other side of their wall.” (The Advocates,

2009:291). 

     Chapter 13 is about the Diaspora Experience and is divided in three sections according to the

“triple trauma” paradigm. The trauma of the flight within Liberia, the trauma when crossing borders

and finally the trauma of  exile. 

     The trauma of the flight within the country tells the stories that are well known by the victims

left at home and that are also contained in the LTRC narrative description. The reasons why they

had to leave their  land and houses,  the widespread violence,  the forced recruitment  and sexual

violence, the fear when stopped at every checkpoint while being internally displaced. At some point,

they have to cross an international border. The trauma of crossing borders involves being harassed

by authorities of neighbouring countries and moving around through more than one country in the

West African region to find a stable place. The Advocates write in the report that the statements

from  the  diaspora  show  “the  failures  in  the  international  refugee  protection  system”  (The

Advocates, 2009:13). The Liberian refugees witnessed extremely deplorable conditions in refugee

camps and being targeted by authorities and by warring factions. They also named the problems

caused by “donor fatigue” when humanitarian programs came and left (The Advocates, 2009:14).

The life in the camp is described by the statement givers as “wasted years” (Ibid). A Liberian told

the LTRC Diaspora Project: 

     From this experience the diaspora project produces recommendations aimed at alleviating the

situation of refugees in the region (Ch 14, Section II).
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“For Liberians still in Buduburam, life has become a waiting game. They wait to

see if Liberia might be safe enough for a return; they wait for UNHCR or Ghana

to decide they must leave; or most of all, they wait to leave the camp on a family

reunification  visa  or  through  luck  in  one  of  the  resettlement/  visa  lottery

programs to the United States or the United Kingdom (The Advocates, 2009:14).



     The trauma of life in exile  is the third theme. Many refugees aspired to get the chance to be

resettled to a third country, usually the United States or the United Kingdom. These host countries

have  different  political  systems  and   integration  policies  which  are  factors  that  shaped  their

experiences it shows in the statements to the Commission. 

     The war in Liberia was felt in the United States' migration offices. In 1989, the number of

Liberians seeking asylum was 27. In 1990, one year after the first civil war broke out, it rose to

1,572. Some 8,000 Liberians sought asylum in the United States between 1990 and 2007. But the

responses  were not  always  welcoming.  “Of the 1,309 Liberian  asylum applications  decided by

Immigration  Judges  between  1994  and  1999,  44,5%  percent  were  denied”  (The  Advocates,

2009:339)

     If life in the refugee camp was a waiting game, life in exile did not seem so different. Because of

the high proportion of denied asylum claims, many Liberians stayed illegally. The United States

decided to open access to the TPS – Temporary Protected Status - programs for Liberians in 1991,

and approximately 15,000 registered. It meant that the immigrant could stay and work during the 12

or 18 months that the TPS was in force. After that time, the immigrant gained the previous status

back,  sometimes  it  could  mean  deportations,  for  the  one  with  illegal  status.  There  were  high

expectations of a life in the West that did not always materialized. 

     One of the first challenges when being resettled is the concept of family. Liberians testified of

scattered families when fleeing Liberia, and acquiring new “family members” in the journey. When

being resettled, the Western countries did not approve of family members who were not connected

by biological ties (The Advocates, 2009:308). Again, families were torn apart, this time because of

migration policies.  The individualistic  type of life  in  the West  represented also a  challenge for

Liberians who had had a sense of community before the war. This feature had a special impact on

Liberians who had come to resettlement countries carrying legacies of war, traumatic memories,

and who testified of the need of psychological support (The Advocates, 2009:14-15) but instead of

getting  help,  they  felt  isolated  and  discriminated  against.  Racism  was  a  problem  and  getting

integrated  through  work  and  school  seemed  to  be  difficult  because  the  host  societies  did  not

recognize the credentials and work experience acquired in the homeland (Ibid.).
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     Interesting, when talking about rights and adapting to new laws in the host land, Liberians went

into the gender aspect. Gender roles were challenged in the host land where women had to work and

sometimes earned more money than her man (The Advocates, 2009:348). Gender based violence

was a way of handling gender reversals for many men, but they encountered laws that specifically

prohibited it. 

     In the case of Liberians in the United Kingdom, they said that adaptation and even acculturation

stress was mitigated by strong social safety nets. It was also easier for Liberians in the UK to find

jobs according to their qualifications, since they could take time to find the right job while getting

the special support from the government (The Advocates, 2009:355). In fact, the United Kingdom

offered such good migration policies for Liberians, that many Africans with other nationalities said

they were Liberians to be able to access the benefits (Ibid.). 

     The statements from Liberians in the diaspora confirmed also that they organized along ethnic

lines, each organization for each county in Liberia. The social fragmentation at home was also lived

in exile.   At last, Liberians also talked about the pressures from the homeland to send economic

remittances. This can be regarded both as a legacy of war and a cultural way of seeing what family

is for. Diasporans worked long hours in the West to be able to sustain themselves and send back

money both to Liberia and to relatives, or adopted family in the refugee camps (The Advocates,

2009:15).
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Figure 3. Diaspora Participation in Liberia

 5.5 Acknowledgement 

Operationalization of the Dependent Variable 

     On the 30th of June, the Final Report (unedited) of the LTRC was submitted to president Ellen

Johnson Sirleaf and the National Assembly and made public. 

     Here, I will analyse the final recommendations from the LTRC. We saw earlier that some of the

recommendations from the diaspora were included, but here we are going to analyse the overall

level of acknowledgement in the final recommendations according to the research design proposed.

As stated earlier, the recommendations of a TRC are usually not obligations for the governments,

but in the Liberian case, the commission interprets them as measures that are binding according to

the  TRC Act  from 2005 since  the  Act  says  that  all  TRC recommendations  “are  authoritative,

binding and have the weight of law serving as quasi-judicial directives that must be implemented by

the Govenrment of Liberia and National Legislature” (LTRC Final Report, Vol 2:348).

     This text analysis will be based on the recommendations section of the Final Report. In the

Consolidated Final Report, Volume Two, pages 347-410. 
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     First, 

 Which victims are entitled to reparations? 

     The  Reparations chapter of the LTRC is number 17 and is illustrated by a female amputee

dressed in traditional clothing who has lost her right arm. There are in total 18 recommendations in

the this section. 

 In the first paragraph, the Commissions states clearly that the Government of Liberia has “moral,

legal,  social,  political,  cultural,  economic  and security  obligations  to  its  citizens”  (LTRC Final

Report, Vol 2:378). Reparations are mandated to all “individuals and communities victimized by the

years of instability and war” (Ibid.). 

     The Commission takes a holistic approach to the concept of “victims” and makes victimhood not

only  something  that  is  individually  experienced  but  also  collectively  experienced.  Inserting

communities as  victims worthy  of  reparations  would  mean  to  take  responsibility  for  not  only

compensating but also creating conditions for the whole community to reconcile. When taking such

approach,  some  of  the  recommendations  in  this  chapter  make  sense;  for  instance,  the

recommendation to nationalize a Liberian trust fund, called the JJ Roberts Trust Fund, that was

established for  the education of  “the children of  Monrovia” in  something that  the Commission

considers  colonialist.  Instead,  by nationalizing  it  the  trust  fund  will  serve  the  eduction  of  the

“children of Liberia”. (LTRC, Vol 2:379). Nevertheless, not being specific as to what victims the

TRC is referring when talking reparations can bring problems. As it is shown in the following table,

the reparations programme turns out to be vague and appears to apply to many groups.

     The following table shows the recommendations according to Van Boven's scheme: 

 ASPECT DESCRIPTION BENEFIECIARIES

Restititution - -

Compensation -Cash or material assitance. 
-Nationalization of Trust Fund 
- Community development 
projects.
- Free Education14 
- Empowerment of women (micro-

Not specified in the case of the cash
assistance.  The  children  of  Liberia
(Trust  Fund).  
All  Liberians  (education),  women.
-  Title  holders  of  land  rights  whose
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credits)
- land rights (to certain owners)

land were forcefully taken away

Rehabilitation Psychosocial, physical, therapeutic, 
counseling, medical, mental health,
health servicies. 

All  individuals  incapacitated  as  a
consequence of t the civil war. 

Satisfaction and Guarantees of 

Nonrepetition 

- National holidays.
-Memorial sites
- Cleansing ceremonies
- Graves with tomps to honor 
memory
- Death Certificates 
- Public Apologies

- All dead and survivors
- the tombs of honor to Pres. W. Tolbert 
and Samoel Doe.
- Apologies: to the people of Liberia, Gov. 
And peoples of West African nations, the 
gov. Of the countries that sent peace 
troops.
- honor the memory of 2 named 
journalists

Table 7. Reparations to victims in Liberia 

     The table  above only refers to the measures recommended explicitly under the chapter  of

reparations to facilitate replicability by other researchers. There are some other measures spread

across the recommendations chapter, which refer to victims which I am going to address below,

however, the reparations programme is what the LTRC recommends should be done exclusively in

relation to the victims and which is also an indicator of the level of acknowledgement proposed in

the research design. Potential limitations with this methodological choice will be addressed in the

within-case analysis and later in the limitations and alternative explanations section. 

     The LTRC recommends that a Reparation Trust Fund be established  and that this should be

administered by the Independent National Human Rights Commission, which is also going to take a

leading role in the implementation of the recommendations. Even though the LTRC does not put a

limit  to the number of victims beneficiaries of these measures,  it  does put a time limit  for the

duration of the reparations program: 30 years. (LTRC, Final Report, Vol 2:378). 

     The issue of  restitution  is present in some recommendations elsewhere. For instance, in the

section on  “Economic Crimes: Investigation & Prosecution” the LTRC classifies the economic

crimes as gross human rights violations (LTRC Final Report, Vol 2:370). Since the natural resources

14 This could also have been in the ”Restitution” box, as a restitution of a right, but since the definition of restitution is
to re-establish the situation as before (getting back property, for instance), I judge that this is not a re-
establishment, but more a compensation for the disastrous effects of the war. 
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were a key aspect of the war in Liberia, both as an objective per se but also as fuel to the conflict,

the LTRC draws the conclusion that those crimes are severe as to constitute gross human rights

violations.  To the perpetrators of these crimes, the LTRC recommends prosecutions or else,  “to

make restitution of the full sum of all gains […] to the Government and People of Liberia” (LTRC

Final Report, Vol 2:370). This would be a collective restitution, confirming the holistic approach to

the concept of victims that the LTRC adopts. The list of the people in this list include diamond

traders, members of multinational companies, arms traders, diplomats, members of Al Qaeda, etc. 

     Another restitution measure is directly related to the Liberian diaspora: the restoration of the

citizenship,  the   dual  citizenship  (LTRC,  Final  Report,  Vol  2:396)  found  in  the  chapter

“Recommendations  Related  to  the  Liberian  Diaspora”.  This  aspect  remains  important  to  the

diaspora, since a non-citizen of Liberia can not buy land, don't vote and can not hold official office.

Even though the Commission inserted this recommendation, as of 2016, there was a resistance in

Liberia  to  implement  it.  The  public  debate  has  gone  high  on the  issue,  which  shows that  the

diaspora is still seen with suspicion. The main arguments against the issue  is that diasporans would

come to Liberia, hold official positions and not be accountable for potential wrongdoings since they

can go back to their other country15. Nationalistic sentiments are also important together with a view

that those who left the Liberian citizenship chose to do it out out of free will.

     Special obligations of the government towards the diaspora or the Liberian refugees in the camps

outside of the country, are not named in the reparations programme, which leads to question the

extent of the influence of the diaspora in the LTRC work. Instead, the LTRC recommends that the

diaspora should contribute to the Reparation Trust Fund with “at leas US$1 dollar a month” and

also  to  “adopt  creative  mechanisms  to  ensure  beyond  regular  remittances  to  family  members,

substantial  contributions  can  be  made  in  other  areas  of  need  including  education,  health,

reconciliation, literacy, etc” (LTRC Final Report, Vol 2:396). At this point, the question arises about

the expectations that the LTRC had about the participation of the diaspora and if the participation of

the diaspora only contributed to reaffirm the generalized perception that they were peace-wreckers

15 News reports from Liberia and African media. A diaspora Liberian exposes in this article the different arguments 
and why is is against dual citizenship http://www.thepatrioticvanguard.com/dual-citizenship-in-liberia-an-
opposing-view
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and should contribute to repair the victims in the country. More on this would be addressed in the

within-case analysis. 

Content analysis:

Theme LTRC 

Consideration with  the  state
(Statements  where  flexibility  on  the
issue of rights of the victims is evident)

  Present: yes.

3 times

Table 8. Content Analysis Liberia                            

     The language of the chapter on recommendations of the LTRC Final Report is straightforward.

It  uses  the  phrases:  “The  TRC  recommends...”  or  “The  government  should.....”  preceding

substantial  and  concrete  recommendations.  In  the  beginning  of  every  title,  the  general  legal

framework or other important context to consider is expressed. It is almost never hesitant of the

rights of victims. The three cases where there is some consideration to the government weighing the

rights of the victims were relating to the section on “Accountability” and specifically under the title

of  “public  sanctions  –  lustrations,  debarment  from  Holding  Public  Office,  etc”  where  the

Commission was considerate of the state finances. It is about persons who have been elected for

public office and should be removed because of their records of violations of human rights. The

Commission considers the impracticability of calling for new elections given the costs and  “the

global financial constraints” (See LTRC Final Report, Vol 2: 353 and 358). 

     Nevertheless, a high indicator of acknowledgement is that under the same section, the President

is  named in the “List  of Persons Subject  to/Recommended for Public Sanctions” (LTRC, Final

Report,  Vol  2:361).  The  list  is  composed  of  “prominent  political  leaders  and  financiers”  and

recommends these people to be barred from holding public office for a period of 30 years.  As

number 11, Mrs Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf16, hits the list. Later in the recommendations, under the title

“Recommendations on TRC Commissioners” the LTRC also suggests further investigations in the

role of one of its commissioners, Sheikh Kafumba Konneh, as there were allegations against him

(LTRC Final Report, Vol 2:393). 

16 Mrs Johnson Sirleaf was in the United States at the time when Charles Taylor was planning to enter Liberia to 
remove president Doe. The diaspora was divided and Mrs Johons Sirleaf was on the side that supported Taylor. 
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     Naming perpetrators, and even powerful ones, can be seen as a high level of acknowledgement.

It  makes  the  truth  official  and  place  the  responsibility  without  ambiguities.  Throughout  the

document the LTRC makes the point that the state has obligations towards the victims and therefore,

its representatives cannot be seen as perpetrators of the past. Human rights records is one of the

tests that people running for public office should be able to pass, alongside competence, corruption

and domiciliary in Liberia (LTRC Final Report, Vol 2:392). The Commission is implacable on the

subject of amnesty, and besides naming perpetrators, it argues for a rejection of amnesty. The only

case where amnesty for violations of human rights should be used is in the case of child soldiers

(LTRC Final Report, Vol 2:403).

 A theory-building question at this point is,   are there any other outcomes outside of the TRC

work that the diaspora participation had or led to?

     Baser writes about the importation of homeland conflicts to the host countries (Baser, 2015).

One observation from the diaspora project report is the division of the Liberian diaspora abroad and

its tendency to organize along ethnic lines. The diaspora talked about the need of reconciliation

initiatives abroad as well. These recommendations are one of the few specific recommendations

about the diaspora, embraced by the LTRC Final Report that urges the Liberian embassies abroad to

help the diaspora to reconcile. 

     The diaspora project also helped the Liberians in the United States get into contact with national

services,  lawyers and pro-bono immigration services (Young & Park,  2009:359),  attracted local

media attention and many US volunteers that helped taking statements, which has the potential of

raising awareness about the situation of refugees in the host country. In the United States, president

Obama extended the TPS (Temporary Protected Status) until 2009 and from there the Liberians

were able to apply to DED (Deferred Enforced Departure) until 2010, as a direct outcome of an

raising awareness-campaign in connection with statement-taking in the United States. 

5.6 Within-case Analysis 

     This thesis starts with the argument that diaspora participation in truth commissions leads to an

increased level of acknowledgement in the immediate outcome of the commission; the final report,

which positively contributes to national reconciliation.
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     The first observation we can see from the case of Liberia, the only case where a big effort was

put to engage the diaspora, is that the primary reason to engage them was that they were seen as

peace-wreckers. The expectation was to uncover the truth of the perpetrators in the diaspora. This

expectation could have limited the influence of the diaspora as I will explain.

     The diaspora did not respond to the call from the LTRC in the manner it was expected. Firstly, it

was a low participation in comparison to the size of the community. Secondly, the statement givers

came mostly from the less privileged migrants; the asylum-seekers and resettled refugees, victims

and not the expected plotters that the LTRC initially thought of. As victims they talked about their

experiences; the drama of separation of families, the refugee camp life, the asylum-seeking process,

adapting to a new country, the discrimination in the West. 

     From the theoretical point of view adopted here, I think that this situation is favourable to test

my hypothesis,  since  this  segment  of  the  diaspora  is  less  “westernized”,  so to  speak,  than  the

wealthy or more privileged segment of the Liberian diaspora who already were familiarized with

other political cultures, but that had helped sustain certain abusive types of politics in the homeland

because  they  gained  from  those  politics  (the  Americo-Liberian  elite,  for  instance).  The  less

privileged  migrants  made  contributions  about  the  regional  migration  flow in  the  West  African

region and helped formulate a chapter of recommendations aimed at improving the conditions of

refugees there. This aspect that was crucial to the diaspora and from where the TRC got the majority

of the statements, was not reflected in the final recommendations. Indeed, the refugee women from

the refugee camp in Ghana were also important in putting pressure in the peace negotiations in

Accra in 2003 (Hayner, 2007) and were highly organized, but they could not manage to get their

experiences reflected in the recommendations. 

     The triple-trauma model that the diaspora project adopted to tell the story of the diaspora is apt

to trace what the political remittances in the space of the TRC. These contributions can broaden the

view of who the victims are, where they are and what the obligations of the state are. Even though

the report from the diaspora is an appendix to the Final Report, the final recommendations do not

reflect  what  the  diaspora  was  telling.  Instead,  the  final  recommendations  establish  a  mostly

economic  relationship  to  its  diaspora  by  requesting  economic  contributions  to  the  Victims
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Reparation Fund and to the development of the country. The only political right it recognizes is the

right to the dual citizenship and to get help with the reconciliation abroad. 

      The fact that perpetrators were named in the final report and recommended for prosecution is a

sign of high level of acknowledgement that the diaspora had not expected (Steinberg, 2010). It is

argued that the low participation in the diaspora project was due to the belief that the TRC would

grant amnesty to criminals, so when the LTRC named names, people were surprised. But it is of

course very difficult to establish why the LTRC named names, even though it was established in the

TRC Act that they had the power to do it. One of the reasons might be that the LTRC wanted to

“salvage its credibility” (Steinberg, 2010:52). Indeed the LTRC faced severe credibility problems

inside (Hayner, 2007) and outside the country.  The diaspora could have been crucial in fomenting

the low credibility of the LTRC on the international scene.  Brahm (2013) talks about the “negative

sentiment” that the Liberian diaspora expressed online during the work of the LTRC, which is also

confirmed in the articles from 2008-2009 at the website The Perspective, where many are critical17

of the LTRC and the post-conflict government in general and ask for structural changes. Internet is a

luxury in  Liberia,  in  2015 only 5,4% of  the  population  had access  to  the  web (United  States

Department Country Report Liberia, 2015). That means that the diaspora had an important power to

shape, on the international scene, the information of what was happening in Liberia and their view

of the LTRC. Probably, not participating in the LTRC but exercising pressure through the internet

(and probably through other means as well) could have had an impact on the decision of the LTRC

to “salvage its credibility” and raise the level of acknowledgement in the final report. That would

lead to the conclusion that, by not participating, the diaspora could exercise influence anyway.

     Another observation is that the diaspora also feared to testify (Young & Park, 2009; Steinberg,

2010). My initial assumption that they would feel less fear is not supported. People in the diaspora

have families back home and live often in webs of the same community abroad. In Staten Island,

Liberians live very close to each other and when interviewed by local news papers (New York

Times) they talked about the silence that dominated about what had happened back home18. 

17 I did not conduct a counting of the articles because not every article is available, in some cases one can only read 
the title and introduction. They do not only refer to the Commission, but to the whole process of post-conflict 
Liberian peace. The critical articles seem to be a majority.

18 Http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/18/nyregion/18liberians.html?_r=0
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     Relating to the issue of causality,  it  is hard to establish that the level of acknowledgement

achieved was because of the diaspora.  Liberia  had certain civil  society organizations  that  were

active at home19 but also a very weak victim population with high illiteracy rate and very young

population. It can be presumed that the diaspora still had a major force of leverage through the

communications channels it had and that it was important as a civil society voice in the process.

Even though the final recommendations of the LTRC show high level of acknowledgement in terms

of  accountability  and obligations  of  the  state,  I  react  to  the  exclusion  of  important  matters  of

reparations to the diaspora which leads me to question if maybe the pressure from the outside (those

not participating but debating) could have been more efficient than the influence exercised when

participating.  For example the issue of refugees in the West African region. It is the second theme

in the diaspora recommendations and talks about the right of non-refoulment, that means, that the

migrants don't be sent home, a common practice in the region (Amnesty International, 2012). Those

recommendations  were directed to  the government  of Ghana.  The LTRC final  report  formulate

recommendations to other international actors and governments, but did not formulate any to the

neighbouring countries about the refugees, nor did it include recommendations related to the right

of  a  safe return that  Liberia  should offer  its  citizens.  The question of not  having been able to

influence the LTRC to recognize those basic rights and experiences in its report, leads to question

the influence of their participation in the final outcome.

     Methodologically, it also leads me to question my own indicators for acknowledgement. I did not

include explicitly that refugees should be recognized in the reparations as part of my indicators,or

that the right to safe return should be included, because I thought that it could bias my results.

Having more open questions and not related to a specific group would yield more objective results.

The  results  I  obtain  are  that  the  LTRC  final  recommendations  show  a  high  level  of

acknowledgement in terms of accountability, less so in terms of reparations, but I can not ensure

causality in relation to the diaspora participation. It seems that the debate outside of the work of the

LTRC was more effective.

     Moreover,  the  case  of  Liberia  calls  the  attention  to  the  importance  of  the  role  that  the

implementing body had in the diaspora project: Minnesota-based NGO The Advocates of Human

19 The Associations of Female Lawyers of Liberia (AFLL) and the Transitional Justice Working Group (TJWG) for 
intstance (see Hayner 2007 and Allen et Al, 2010).
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Rights. It can be argued, that the causal mechanism of the political remittances, that I suggest in my

theory is mediated by the work of the Advocates. The diaspora project produced its final report with

fourteen chapters and very detailed recommendations. It could be argued that it was The Advocates

as experts in refugee rights and human rights, who were sending their own recommendations. I see

their role as a potential mediator variable. They are experts in refugee rights and life and do have

the language in which to frame the proposed changes. Their recommendations are not only based on

the statements taken in the diaspora, but also on their knowledge of international law. Nevertheless,

it would require other methodologies, such as ethnography, to elucidate to what extent it was the

political remittances of the migrants and to what extent it was the knowledge of the implementing

body that was producing the diaspora project final report to the LTRC. 

     And  last, a more theory building observation, the relationship between the diaspora and the

homeland remained formulated in the same terms as it was before the exercise started, that is, as

homeland and peace-wreckers. Instead of recognizing refugee rights or right to return and non-

refoulment, the LTRC final report recommends that the diaspora should contribute with $1 USD per

person and month to the Reparations Trust Fund, and to the development of the country (LTRC,

Final Report, Vol 2:396). Chapter thirteen on the experiences of the diaspora, expressed the pressure

that Liberians felt of sending money back to the homeland or to relatives in the refugee camps in

neighbouring countries. The final report reinforces this pressure, the economic relationship between

the diaspora and the homeland, and implicitly sustains the view of diasporans as peace-wreckers

that have to contribute to repair the victims at home.  

    

6. SIERRA LEONE 
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6.1 Background

Sierra Leone: “Allah is not obliged”20

     Sierra Leone, neighbor of Liberia in the West African region, was also a land chosen to be the

home of freed slaves. This was slightly before the experiment in Liberia.  In 1787, the first boat

arrives with 331 freed slaves. That means 37 years before the United States sent its freed slaves to

the territory of Liberia. 

    As in the Liberian  case, there were indigenous groups who resisted the presence of the settlers.

Different  from the  Liberian  case,  Sierra  Leone  remained  a  British  colony  until  1961  when  it

becomes an independent state within the Commonwealth. From 1967 to 1985 the country is ruled

by Siaka Stevens and immersed in endemic corruption. According to the record of the SLTRC the

elite exercise plunder of “the nation's assets, including its mineral riches, at  the expense of the

national good”21. Stevens retires in 1985 and chose as his successor the chief of the army, Joseph

Momoh. Corruption and plunder continued. In 1990, the insurgency from the RUF invaded the

country  with  help  from  Liberians.  From  1990  to  2000  the  country  was  severely  affected  by

intrastate  war  involving  the  government  of  Sierra  Leone,  the  RUF  and  the  Armed  Forces

Revolutionary  Council.  The  government  and  the  RUF  engaged  in  one-sided  violence  against

civilians (UCDP, 2016).   The Sierra Leone Army together with the paramilitary Civil  Defense

Force fought against the RUF who was infamous for its practice of child recruitment, amputating its

victims  and  widespread  sexual  violence.  The  Final  Report  of  the  Truth  and  Reconciliation

Commission allocated responsibility to all parties in the conflict for egregious violations of human

rights.

     According to UNCHR, “2 million of the country's 6 million people were displaced, with some

490,000 fleeing to Liberia and Guinea” (UNHCR, 2008).  In 1999 the United States and the United

Nations pressed Sierra Leonean factions to the peace table and the Lomé Peace Accord is signed.

The  signatories  are  president  Kaabah representing  the  government,  and  the  RUF leader  Foday

Sankoh. In this  agreement,  Kaabah promises amnesty to Sankoh, which is  later rejected by the

20 Title taken from the book: Allah n'est pas obligé. Av: Ahmadou Kourouma. Year: 2000. The book tells the story of a 
child soldier in the war in Sierra Leone and was read by the researcher at the same time as the thesis was written. 

21 SLTRC Final Report, Volume 2, p. 27.
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international community. Jesse Jackson, also from the RUF, became Minister of Mines, giving him

crucial  power  over  the  diamonds,  which  had  been  central  to  the  war  economy  (Ndemole

Migyikra,2008). With a transitional government with many figures from the war, the hostilities did

not end until 2002. 

     During peace negotiations, just as in the case of Liberia, the warring parties agreed on a truth

commission that they thought could be substitute for retributive justice. In the case of Sierra Leone,

the Article XXVI calls for the establishment of a truth commission  (Lomé Peace Accord, 1999).

6.2 The Truth And Reconciliation Commission of Sierra Leone

Origin

     Article XXVI of the Lomé Peace Accords from July 7 th 1999 inserts  the provision for the

establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission to ”address impunity, break the cycle of

violence, provide a forum for both the victims and perpetrators of human rights violations to tell

their story, get a clear picture of the past in order to facilitate genuine healing and reconciliation”

and also recommend: ““measures to be taken for the rehabilitation of victims of human rights

violations”.

     As was the case in Liberia, the warlords of Sierra Leone came to the negotiations table to put an

end to the hostilities but at the same time searching to grant themselves amnesty. Under the title

”Other Political Issues”, article IX of the Peace Agreement establishes that:

”1.- In order to bring lasting peace to Sierra Leone, the Government of Sierra Leone shall take

appropriate legal steps to grant Corporal Foday Sankoh absolute and free pardon”.

     The blanket amnesty in the peace agreement set the alarms in the international community.  The

situation led the establishment of the SLTRC to be a highly scrutinized process by the international

community that was going to fund it. The protest from the international community led also to the

establishment of a Special Court for Sierra Leone, and that some of the Commissioners of the TRC

would be appointed by the United Nations. 

The mandate
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    The peace agreement did not provide sufficient information about the mandate. The Truth and

Reconciliation Act from 2000 did not use the word  mandate but explain ”objects”, the primary

object being:  “to create an impartial historical record of violations and abuses of human rights and

international humanitarian law related to the armed conflict in Sierra Leone, from the beginning of

the Conflict in 1991 to the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement; to address impunity, to respond to

the needs of the victims, to promote healing and reconciliation and to prevent a repetition of the

violations and abuses suffered”. (SLTRC Final Report, Vol 1: 24-25) 

     The terms of reference of the SLTRC were actively formulated by the UNHCHR and the Sierra

Leonean civil  society,  which was very active in the beginning of the process (ICTJ, 2004).The

Commission worked between November 2002 and October 2004, holding public hearings across the

country between the 14th of April and the 5th of August 2003. On the 5th of October of 2004, the

Final Report was published. 

The Commissioners

     Seven  commissioners  were  appointed.  The  chairman  was  Rev.  Joseph  Humper  from the

Methodist Church who had been an exile for one year in the United States (1997-1998), Mrs Laura

Marcus-Jones,  a  lawyer,  Canadian Professor  of  Human Rights  William Schabas,  South African

human  rights  lawyer  Yasmin  Sooka,  who  was  appointed  by  the  United  Nations  to  serve  the

Commission, Bishop Sylvanus Torto, Madam Ajaaratou Satang Jow, former Minister of Education

in The Gambia and Professor John Kamara . Four national and three international commissioners.

The international ones were nominated by the UNHCHR. 

Problems faced by the Commission 

     Funding was a major problem. When it became clear that a Special Court for Sierra Leone would

be a reality, the international community channelled its funds there at the expense of the SLTRC

(Humper, 2006:46). Additionally the SCSL did not share information with the TRC which created

difficulties  between both bodies,  to  the  point  that  the Commission  dedicates  a  chapter  to  their

relationship in the Final Report. Another problem, according to chairman Humper, was the access to

the victims, both in the capital and the countryside. The Commission did not dispose of vehicles

enough to get to certain locations (Ibid.) And staffing problems. 
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     As we see, many problems present here, were also present in the LTRC case. An important

difference in the work of both commissions was the presence in Sierra Leone of the Special Court

that would judge crimes against humanity. This theme would be talked about later in the alternative

explanations section. 

The Final Report

     The Final Report was published on October 5th 2004 and given to the President and later to the

United Nations Security Council. Its name is ”Witness to Truth” and is composed of three volumes,

the  last  one  divided in  two sections  and totally  over  5  000 pages  long  and include  names  of

individual perpetrators. 

6.3 Diaspora Participation 

Operationalization of the Independent Variable: Sierra Leone

Pure Participation 

     To put this section in context, it is important to know that Sierra Leone, like Liberia, has a

significant diaspora. According to UN figures, approximately 30% of the educated Sierra Leoneans

fled the country during the war, mainly to the United States, the UK and Europe (Heath, 2009).

With  a  community  of  around  100,000  people  (2002)  the  UK  has  the  largest  Sierra  Leonean

community outside Sierra Leone. The economic remittances to the country could also be the most

important aid source (Ibid).

     The SLTRC made an attempt to include the diaspora. It partnered with the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs  to  reach  out  to  Sierra  Leoneans  abroad.  Their  method  was  to  have  a  statement-taking

protocol  on  a  popular  web  page  among  the  diaspora  community,  to  be  filled  by  the  person

interested,  and then printed out.  The printed statement was to be delivered at a Sierra Leonean

embassy which in turn would send the statement to the SLTRC under diplomatic cover (Witness to

Truth, Vol 1: 94).

     The Commission reported that no statement came from abroad through this method. Considering

the great effort and diverse methodologies to engage the diaspora in the Liberian case, and the low

participation it rendered, it does not seem surprising that the Sierra Leoneans failed in this attempt.
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The diaspora are diverse populations that reflect both the divisions within the country as well as the

lack of trust in institutions. It seems that the methodology chosen in the Sierra Leonean case could

have been an obstacle to the participation of the diaspora. 

     But the SLTRC did manage to get statements from refugees in neighbouring countries through a

partnership with UNHCR (Witness to Truth, 2004, Vol 1:166). In total, 175 statement were taken in

Guinea, Ghana, Gambia and Nigeria with the following distribution: 

REFUGEE STATEMENTS TO THE  SLTRC (THROUGH
UNHCR)

Guinea 46

Gambia 59

Nigeria 70

Total 175

                                           Table 9. Refugee Statements in Sierra Leone                                                         

     The first two parts of the assessment of the diaspora participation are therefore approached (pure

participation and quality of the participation; as they were statement givers). 

     To assess the outcome of the participation of the refugees in the SLTRC is difficult since there

are no references to their specific recommendations. There is a small section dedicated to refugees

connected to the chapter on the experiences of women and girls (Witness to Truth, 3B:145-146)

with four paragraphs about the definition of the term, a mention to the IDPs in the country and the

UN guiding principles concerning IDPs.  

     In order to assess other possible inputs by the refugees, I run a word search through the four

volumes that compose the SLTRC Final Report and found that the word “refugees” is present 51

times in the documents. In all references (besides titles or references to UNHCR), the word is used

either in a historical context, when narrating the history of the conflict, or else when narrating about

the situation of women and girls and children who composed the majority of the  refugees. The

Commission recognizes in its final report that around 1,8 million of Sierra Leoneans were displaced

(Witness to Truth, 2004, Vol 3B:266), and that those numbers only referred to the refugees who
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could be counted in the camps. It also states that wealthier Sierra Leonean fled the country in great

numbers to the United States and Europe, and that it represents a significant brain drain for the

country (Ibid). 

      Since there is not an independent report on the statements and recommendations from the

refugees, I conclude that the major contribution from them was to tell about the life in the refugee

camps, since there are references to this situation under the sections:  children, women and girls,

prostitution, sexually transmitted infection, mental health, loss of civic and social skills and the role

of victims. 

Pure participation Quality of the participation Outcome of the participation

Did the diaspora participate?

175 statements 

Which sectors of the diaspora?

Refugees, from camps in Ghana, 
Nigeria and Guinea. 

Who took the initiative to the 
inclusion of the diaspora? 
- the diaspora, the government, 
international organizations, other 
actor?

The SLTRC

How was the participation 
implemented in practice? 

The  SLTRC failed  in  targeting  the
diaspora  from  abroad.  The
partnership  with  the  Ministry  of
Foreign Affairs failed. 

With  support  from  UNHCR  it
gathered  statements  from  refugee
camps. 

What  recommendations  to  the  TRC
were formulated by the diaspora? 

No information.

What  recommendations  from  the
diaspora did the TRC incorporate?

There  are  recommendations  directed  at
vulnerable  groups,  most  of  whom  were
refugees,  but  no  information  on  which
recommendations  they  formulated
themselves.

Table 10. Assessing the Independent Variable: Sierra Leone

6.4 Causal Mechanism: Political Remittances 

     Since there is not an independent report about the statements from the refugees it is difficult to

assess what they have communicated to the commission or what kind of recommendations they

proposed. From the accounts where the refugees are named, it seems that the SLTRC got statements

about the conditions in the refugee camps. However, it is difficult to discern their statements from
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other information gathered by the SLTRC. Many of the references to the refugee life in the camps

come from reports from international organizations (Witness to Truth, Vol 3B, p 146, 199). 

     The themes that are talked about in relation to the refugee camp life is the vulnerability of

women, girls and children (Witness to Truth,  Vol 3B:199, 209, 214),  mental health (Witness to

Truth, 3B, 208), the separation of families (Witness to Truth, 3B:266), prostitution and how aid

workers, peacekeepers and UN Staff abused of children in the refugee camps (Witness to Truth,

3B:313),  and discrimination in the neighbouring countries. A case on this last theme is granted

attention; in 2000, the president of Guinea, Lansana Conté, accused publicly all the refugees in

Guinea  of  being rebels  or  aiding rebels.  According to  the  SLTRC,  this  resulted  in  attacks  and

violations against Sierra Leonean refugees and mass detentions, which made many Sierra Leoneans

to flee back to their war torn country, only to continue suffer (Witness to Truth, Vol 3B:308).

     From these accounts, one should expect that recommendations were formulated by the refugees

relating to their situation in neighbouring countries or possibility of safe return, but there is not

explicit information about this in the report beyond the descriptions above mentioned. 

Figure 4. Diaspora Participation: Sierra Leone                              

6.5 Acknowledgement
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Operationalization of the Dependent Variable 

     In the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act of 2000, the SLTRC is required to formulate

recommendations that can be of legal, political, administrative or other nature. The Commission

states that these recommendations “are intended to help create an open and vibrant democracy in

which all are treated as equal before the law” (Witness to Truth, Vol 2: 117). In the Sierra Leonean

case  the  Act  of  the  TRC  says  that  the  recommendations  should  be  “faithfully  and  timeously

implemented” (Ibid.), but they are not binding. 

     The  Commission  makes  several  decisions  when  embarking  on  formulating  the

recommendations: 

1) The recommendations are divided into three categories: “Imperative”, “work towards” and

“seriously consider”.  The first  should  be  implemented  as  the  Act  states;  “faithfully and

timeously”,  the  second  category  are  the  recommendations  that  require  planning,  the

government should start preparing for their implementation and the last category is for those

recommendations that are the government is not obliged to implement, but should consider.

2) The SLTRC dedicates the first four pages of the chapter on recommendations to explain the

choices  about  what  to  include  and  not  include.  They make  the  decision  that  since  the

government already has got many reports and recommendations on what should be done in

terms of governmental organization (ministries, functions etc), this area will not be covered. 

3) The  Commission  also  explains  that  it  would  not  be  helpful  to  “address  every  ill  and

shortcoming in society” (Witness to Truth, Vol 2:118), and therefore it will only address

aspects that should be corrected in order to prevent repetition of the crimes. 

     In  this  section,  I  am going  to  look  at  the  indicators  of  acknowledgement  present  in  the

recommendations  chapter  of  the  SLTRC  according  to  the  research  design  proposed.  The

recommendations are to be found in Volume Two, Chapter Three (Recommendations) and Chapter

Four (Reparations), pages 117- 270. Unlike the LTRC, the SLTRC separates the reparations from its

recommendations.   

 Which victims are entitled to reparations? 
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      The Commission understands “reparations” as  “addressing the needs of the victims” and

reasons that a reparations program is a form of “recognition of the harm suffered, as well as a sense

of civic trust and social solidarity” (Witness to Truth, Vol2:227). It understands that the State has

the obligation to follow international law and that when breaches of the international law have taken

place, with the state of their agents as perpetrators, the state has the obligation to repair the victims.

     The  SLTRC  explains  in  the  first  17  pages,  the  philosophical,  political  and  economic

considerations it made when selecting which victims should be entitled to reparations and what kind

of reparations. The economic considerations weighed a little bit more than other considerations. In

paragraph 6 the Commission says: 

     It

makes then the decision of including the following categories as victims entitled to reparations:

amputees, other war wounded, children and victims of sexual violence. 

     An interesting approach of the SLTRC is that the beneficiaries must not be Sierra Leoneans, the

principal aspect guiding eligibility to the reparations programme is not nationality but the damaged

suffered by the victim. This can be interpreted as a recognition of the regional character that the

conflicts in the West African Sub-region had. Many people ended up in countries different from

their own, fighting or suffering on the other side of the border, affected by their own country's war

as well as by the host country's. This view of the victims is not expressed in the Liberian case,

where the victims entitled to reparations were not limited by categories, but there was not expressed

declaration that foreigners could access the same benefits. 

     The following table shows if the aspects of reparations according to Van Boven's scheme are

present or not in the SLTRC recommendations for a reparations programme: 
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”In designing  a  reparations  programme for  the  victims  of  the  Sierra Leonean conflict,  the

Commission had to take into account a number of factors. It would have been gratifying if all

victims of the conflict could benefit from a reparations programme but such a programme would

be totally impossible for the country to implement. The Commission therefore had to determine

who would benefit from a reparations programme. The Commission determined the category of

beneficiaries  by  considering  those  victims  who were  particularly  vulnerable  because  of  the

human  rights  violations  they  had  suffered  and  the  harm that  they  continued  to  live  with”

(Witness to Truth, Vol 2:229)



 ASPECT DESCRIPTION BENEFIECIARIES

Restititution - -

Compensation 1) Pensions (monthly)
2) Free eduation until senior 
secundary school 
3) Skills training 

- Amputees, other war wounded. (1) and 
(3)
- Children who are: amputees, war 
wounded, victims of sexual violence, 
orphans, children of amputees, those who
go in DDR (2).
- Victims of sexual violence, war wounded,
widows and chilren (3)

Rehabilitation 1) Free health care programmes 
2) Free prosthetic and Othotic 
devices 
3) Free surgery for vesico-vaginal 
fistula
4) Free HIV/AIDS testing
5) Mental health care (for all 
categories of beneficiaries)
6) Reconstruction and 
rehabilitation of communties 
(infrastructure)

-Amputees and their immediate family 
(health care for life) (1) and (2)
-Other war wounded and their families. 
(1)
- Victims of sexual violence (1) (3) (4)
- Children (1)
- Communities  (6)

Satisfaction and Guarantees of 

Nonrepetition 

1) Public apologies (from gov)
2) Public apologies (from all actors)
3) National War Memorial 
4) Traditional ceremonies and 
reburials
5) National Recocniliation Day 
6) Dissemination of the reparations 
programme 
7) Identification of mass graves 

- All the victims (1) (2) (3) (5)
- The Dead  (3) (4) (5) 

    Table 11. Reparations to Victims in Sierra Leone 

     The SLTRC struggled with funding problems, which might have affected the way of reasoning

of the Commission. It is preoccupied with formulating recommendations that were economically

viable for the war-torn country. The classification of Van Boven was used by the SLTRC as a guide

when  designing  the  reparations  programme.  The  SLTRC chose  to  focus  on  rehabilitation and

symbolic (satisfaction)  measures  given  by  social  services  package  instead  of  individual

compensation and restitution measures that could divide communities since they could not be given

to all (Witness to Truth, Vol 2:234).
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     In the table above, I have placed under “compensation” the recommendations like pensions,

education and skills  training,  according to Van Boven's classification (Espinoza,  2003:88),  even

though the SLTRC places them under “rehabilitation”. Compensation measures, according to Van

Boven, are often of economic nature, aiming at repairing the damage economically or with access to

missed  opportunities  (education).  In  this  case  the  pensions  to  the  amputees  are  aimed  at

compensating for the lost income of not being able to work properly, or education for the children

who were not able to go to school because of the war.

     The implementing body is the National Commission for Social Action (NaCSA) which would

oversee the implementation of the reparation programme and the Special Fund of War Victims, a

provision from the Lomé Peace Agreement. 

     The level of acknowledgement in these recommendations is here interpreted as to be lower than

in the case of Liberia, because of the limited group of victims entitled to reparations. It is also a

weak report  in the hands of the post-conflict civil society that would monitor the government's

obligations towards the victims. Both the limited number of victims recognized to reparations as

well as the SLTRC's calls to think of the balance between the victims' needs and the governments'

finances, make the report weaker as an instrument of pressure towards the government to fulfil

obligations towards the victims and create a human rights culture.  

     

Figure 5. Reparations scheme in Sierra Leone          
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Content Analysis

      As  illustrated  in  the  picture  above,  there  is  an  emerging  theme  across  the  text  of  the

recommendations of the SLTRC: the issue of consideration with the state. The Commission explains

in 17 pages that the degree of acknowledgement that can be achieved in its  work is important

because important peace building factors such as reconciliation and civic trust depend on it.

     However,  the  SLTRC also  emphasize  that  considerations  should  be  made.  One  of  those

challenges is the need of justice of the victims which has to be balanced with the  “reality of the

circumstances” (SLTRC, Vol2:229). The SLTRC raises the question that justice cannot be achieved

through the local justice system because of its lacking capacity to prosecute the numerous cases. In

addition,  transitional  states often need to  “broker  amnesty  deals as part  of  the peace process”

(SLTRC, Vol 2:229). The Commission did not recommend lustrations in the public service or the

security forces  (purging the  institutions  from officials  who committed  human rights  violations)

because what is required is unity and reconciliation (Witness to Truth, Vol 2:159).  

     As it is shown, the SLTRC is not only preoccupied with the scarcity of resources, but also with

the balancing of the rights of victims and the need of peace. The context of the extensive amnesty

that the Lomé Peace Agreement granted the warlords, seems to impact heavily on the considerations

made by the SLTRC. 

     When looking for the theme of “consideration with the state” in the text of the recommendations

and reparations, it appears in several parts, lowering the expectations of what could be achieved for

the victims. 

Theme SLTRC 

Consideration with  the  state
(Statements  where  flexibility  on  the
issue of rights of the victims)

  Present: yes.

13

       Table 12. Content Analysis Sierra Leone                           

The Commission explains for example: 
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    In an article about the process of truth telling and memory in Sierra Leone, Millar reflects on how

the dynamics between the SLTRC and the statement-givers played out as lacking reciprocity. The

SLTRC was receiving statements,  but  not  giving anything back.  At  one point,  the SLTRC was

perceived  as  provocative  (Millar,  2015:244).  Millar  explains  that  the  practice  of  patron-client

relationships in Sierra Leone is fundamental. When the SLTRC came, the people giving statements,

performing memory, were acting as clients, and expecting the SLTRC to take the role as patron or

the  Big  Men  (Millar,  2015:250).  Millar  writes  in  the  framework  of  social  relations  as  being

performative. However, the SLTRC did not manage to take the role as patron and give something

back.  The  relationship  lacked  reciprocity.  By the  time  of  his  fieldwork,  in  2012,  none  of  his

interviewees had got any access to reparations from the programme. 

     Something similar is described in the work of Shaw some years earlier (Shaw, 2007). She argues

that the paradigm of truth-telling as healing and redemptive was not working in Sierra Leone. She

also identifies the lack of reciprocity between the victims testifying and the SLTRC. The victims

needed material  help to sustain the reconciliatory approach that the Commission was asking of

them. A victim in Shaw's study says to the SLTRC: “If I get help, I'll forget about the war. But if

you don't have help, you'll remember the war all the time” (Shaw, 2007:205)
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“In  the  light  of  the  peremptory  requirement  imposed  on  the  Government,  the

Commission has been mindful of its heavy responsibility to make recommendations

that are indeed capable of being implemented.  In so doing, the Commission has

itself considered what it deems to be “possible and realistic”. This means taking

into account the resources and capacity available to the government. Accordingly,

the  Commission  has  refrained  from  overwhelming  the  Government  with

recommendations. This would be a meaningless exercise. It is not the role of the

Commission to address every ill and shortcoming in society. The recommendations

are confined to  those that  are aimed at preventing the repetition of the conflict,

addressing  impunity,  responding  to  the  needs  of  victims  and  the  promoting  of

healing and reconciliation.” (SLTRC, Final Report, Vol2:118)



     Even though the SLTRC dedicates a lengthy text to explain why acknowledgement of the

victims is important, the Commission failed to express the extent of the acknowledgement that had

to take place in real life in order to repair the damage to the society.

6.6 Within-case Analysis 

     Sierra Leone has an active and vibrant diaspora that is very active in development initiatives in

the home country (Heath, 2009). Nevertheless, the diaspora did not attend the call of the SLTRC

and was absent in the process of truth-gathering. The approaching strategy of the SLTRC failed. 

    The argument in this thesis is that the presence of diasporas in the truth-gathering process will

have a positive impact in the outcome of the TRCs, raising the level of acknowledgement of the

rights of the victims in general. In that sense, the case of Sierra Leone seems to confirm the theory,

since I expected this report to be weak in terms of recognizing rights to the victims and assigning

obligations  to  the  state.  However,  I  think  that  there  are  other  elements  that  were  powerfully

influential in holding back certain measures of acknowledgement of victims’ rights. 

     Sierra Leone is a typical case of a conflict-ridden country whose institutional capacity was weak,

corrupt,  in  many  aspects  non-existent  and  the  Commission  seems  to  attempt  to  formulate

recommendations that will not provoke unrealistic expectations. Moreover, the local civil society

and victims groups were active in the process and prepared workshops on the issue even before the

SLTRC could  start  working (it  was  delayed  due  to  funding  problems),  in  order  to  prepare  its

participation (ICTJ, 2004). The commissioners were also prominent figures in the area of human

rights  and three  of  them were  appointed  by the  United  Nations  because  of  their  qualities  and

experience from previous TRCs. As such, the SLTRC was not a TRC without victim participation or

human rights experts in charge. Therefore, it is not certain that the diaspora participation could have

made a significant difference. 

     The context in which the SLTRC worked involved many variables that combined appear to have

had an impact on the end outcome. The SLTRC had to work alongside the Special Court of Sierra

Leone, that was getting more funding and international attention than the work of the Commission.

The international community seemed more preoccupied with the future of the perpetrators than the

future of the victims. It had to share locations with the UNHCHR (ICTJ, 2004) to save resources,
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had problems reaching out to the countryside and shortage of staff. The two bodies (the SLTRC and

the SCSL) did not share information and some perpetrators initially didn’t want to testify in front of

the SLTRC for fear of being prosecuted later in the SCSL (ICG, 2002; ICTJ, 2004). In this sense,

the SLTRC worked in a hostile environment.

     As  a  result  of  the  social  and  political  context,  the  SLTRC  produced  a  report  with

recommendations  that  while  attempting  to  explain  the  importance  of  acknowledgement,  also

seemed to ensure that the recommendations were feasible and not creating high expectations of

what could be achieved in terms of reparations to the victims. In terms of accountability it is also

weak and rules out lustrations or vetting, in favour of the peace and reconciliation. This view could

also have been affected by the SCSL which was prosecuting the perpetrators and seen as interfering

with the job of the SLTRC to collect the truth. 

9. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS  

      The two cases selected to conduct this analysis shared similar conditions surrounding the work

of their respective TRCs. Both faced similar problems in terms of origin (Peace agreements where

warlords expected impunity and introduced provisions for TRCs in order to get that),  mandate,

funding  shortage  during  implementation,  enormous  challenges  in  face  of  mass  atrocities  with

numerous victims, the critical eyes of the international community and large diasporas. On the other

hand,  they differed  in  the  independent  variable  (diaspora participation).  Initially,  one would  be

tempted to affirm that the hypothesis is confirmed, that diaspora participation in truth commissions

leads to an increased level of acknowledgement in the immediate outcome of the commission; the

final report, which positively contributes to national reconciliation. 
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Variable Sierra Leone Liberia

Diaspora
Participation

Very low Yes (Moderate)

Political
Remittances

Unclear                 Yes

Level of
Acknowledgement 
in 
Recommendations/

Reparations 

Low Higher

Table 13. Comparison of the cases                                    

     Acknowledgement in the recommendations and reparations programme is deemed to be higher in

the  case  of  Liberia,  where  there  are  not  limitations  of  categories  of  victims  to  be  entitled  to

reparations, the language of the report is clear assigning responsibilities to the state to provide the

means  for  reparations  for  the  victims  and  ensure  that  there  are  not  perpetrators  within  its

representatives (lustrations). That is a clear message to the victims from the society at large, an

expression of solidarity and recognition of the damages. In Sierra Leone the reparations programme

is limited to a certain category of victims and the wording of the recommendations and reparations

is cautious of the limitations of the state’s capacity and finances. There is a preoccupation with the

circumstances of a transition that requires amnesties and discourages measures like lustrations in

order to achieve reconciliation. Expectations are held low. It could be argued that this can be wise in

the context of a state that is weak and corrupt. On the other hand, the implementation of TRC

recommendations is a struggle in itself, and what the civil society and victims groups inherit from

the work of the TRC are concrete recommendations inserted in a report. If this report is to give a

high level of importance to the shortcomings of the State, it could be difficult for the victims groups

to push for effective implementation of what it contains. 

     The results indicate that the Liberian civil society got a better instrument to hold the government

accountable than the Sierra Leonean. The legacy of the LTRC is a more ambitious one when it
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comes to accountability (lustrations, recommendations for prosecutions). In fact, the LTRC Report

faced severe criticism by former perpetrators that were politicians when the report was published

but was defended by the Liberian civil society (Allent et Al, 2010:10). The ICTJ wrote in 2010:

“The  report  provides  real  opportunities  for  a  vibrant  national  debate  addressing  questions  on

prosecutions,  lustration,  reparations,  memorialization,  and other  transitional  justice mechanisms.

Moving these debates forward requires resources and political will, but questions about whether to

pursue these measures can no longer be ignored.” (Allen et Al, 2010:13). 

      On  the  other  hand,  the  reparations  programme  of  the  LTRC is  vague  in  defining  both

beneficiaries  (all  victims,  for  many  of  the  reparations)  and  they  are  only  four  very  vaguely

formulated. The Sierra Leonean case, in contrast, limited the number of victims but open to non-

nationals to be eligible. From the reparation programmes, the SLTRC had a more regional approach

to the issue of victims and reparations than did the LTRC, even though this latter had gotten more

statements from the refugee camp and a special report about the situation in the camp.

     An important difference in the cases is also the presence of the SCSL in Sierra Leone. While the

LTRC tackled the issue of accountability more strict, the SLTRC worked in the shadow of a body

that was designed to address this aspect and the complex relationship between the two bodies could

have impacted on the view of the SLTRC not to press for extensive accountability measures. 

     Both TRCs were affected by the lack of credibility in their respective contexts. The LTRC was

affected by this phenomenon both at home and in the diaspora. The observations from that case

show that the non participant part of the diaspora could have exercised a considerable influence on

the  final  outcome  by  voicing  critique  globally,  as  diasporas  do.  In  this  sense,  the  political

remittances could have had an impact even outside of the exercise of the TRC. That is, the critical

ideas and demands about how victims should be acknowledged (tough accountability) were being

ventilated towards the homeland but through different channels. Could the report from the Sierra

Leonean case had been different if it was the target of such a critical educated mass?

9.1 Alternative Explanations 
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     I have already touched upon some of the alternative explanations to the outcomes produced. I

suggested that  the  political  remittances  that  the  diaspora  make within the exercise  of  the truth

commission could yield a higher level of acknowledgement in the TRC’s outcome, the final report.

The LTRC did produce a higher level of acknowledgement in the case with the presence of diaspora

but it could have been affected by the pressure that the non-participating part of the diaspora was

exercising from the outside. The theory of  the political opportunity structures says that diasporas

use the window of opportunity that global liberal structures offer: they can organize, exercise liberal

rights and learn to use the liberal discourse to frame their claims (Koinova, 2011). In the case of

Liberia, the LTRC, as in other cases on the continent, was suffering from credibility at home and

abroad as there were public hearings left unattended in the United States (Steinberg, 2010; Brahm,

2009). These negative views of the LTRC were spread through the internet and could have affected

the  low  level  of  participation  of  the  diaspora  but  also  rendered  the  positive  outcome  of

recommending measures as to remove officials from public office if they had bad human rights

records. 

     On the other hand, the SLTRC in Sierra Leone faced the competition over resources with the

SCSL (ICG, 2002). The economic constraints and having commissioners that were part-timers22

represented a challenge to the work of the SLTRC. According to reports, the SLTRC was slow

disseminating information and the initial support from the civil society quickly diminished, lack of

information was a problem which contributed to people wrongly believing that they would be paid

to testify in front of the Commission (ICG, 2002). The economic problems and lack of credibility

together with the competition with the SCSL, could have impacted the outcome of the SLTRC with

a report that was designed to hold the expectations low. 

     On the other hand, the international community seemed more preoccupied in both case with the

perpetrators  than  with  the  need  of  the  victims.  In  the  case  of  Sierra  Leone,  the  international

community advocated for a Special Court to counter the blanket amnesty provided for in the Lomé

Peace Agreement. In the case of  Liberia, the international community did not see with good eyes

the invitation extended to the diaspora, because it believed that they were peace-wreckers that could

aid the perpetrators back home. In both cases, the international community did not appear to put

22 Two of the three international Commissioners of the SLTRC worked part-time and were not present the whole time 
in the country (ICG, 2002). 
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special attention to what the outcomes of the TRC in terms of reparations to the victims would be

but  instead was more interested in the justice component.  Both countries were devastated with

fractured civil societies and weak victims organizations that would have needed help in order to

design  strong  reparations  programmes  for  the  victims.  The  perceived  lack  of  interest  of  the

international community in this matter could have affected Sierra Leone more than Liberia and

contributed to the lower level of acknowledgement in that final report. 

9.2 Limitations of the Study

     There are three important limitations to this study. The first is in terms of generaliseability.

Studying diasporas and TRCs requires a highly contextual analysis. However, I would argue that

what  I  call  the  diaspora  experience is  common  to  the  groups  of  diasporas,  Within  the  same

diaspora, the experience of migration is lived differently, but there is awareness among the migrant

about what it means to migrate for the different co-ethnics. Being the diaspora experience common

to many migrants and diasporas, a certain level of generaliseability in the ideas sent back home can

be made with cautiousness. 

     One of methodological nature: political remittances are best analysed in ethnographic work. I

have attempted to trace the historical documents (the final reports, to facilitate replicability) and the

conversations of international organizations in their reports as well as the conversations of diaspora

websites. Nevertheless, in the formal conversations the frames of what is said can be different of the

intentions with which it is said. To study the transfer of political remittances a methodology that

involved interviews could have be better in order to explore the meanings of these exchanges or

how they are understood by the actors (Stevens. 2007, had the opportunity to interview Liberians in

the US and even if she does not use the concept of political remittances, her study helped me to look

a bit into this question beyond the TRC report). 

     Another important limitation is that the scope of the study was the participation of diaspora. This

study should be complemented with a study of the participation of the civil society and victims

groups in both cases and the interaction between the victims at home and the victims abroad.

     A  third  limitation  is  related  to  cultural  differences  and  how  “acknowledgement”  is

conceptualized. In studies from Sierra Leone (Miller, 2015; Shaw, 2007), it appears that to forget is
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not bad at all, but instead it could be an important goal for the victims. My conceptualization of

“acknowledgement”  is  framed  in  a  westernized  way  where  memorialization,  reparations  an

accountability  are  important  elements,  but  these  concepts  are  highly  affected  by  culture  and

meaning and I could be measuring and assessing things that the victims in the countries here do not

necessarily regard as “acknowledgement” or even relevant for their sense of being repaired. 

10. CONCLUSIONS

     This thesis aimed at  answering the question  is the participation of diasporas in truth and

reconciliation commissions beneficial for the national reconciliation in the homeland?  

      There are very few cases where diaspora populations have been engaged in truth commissions.

Here, I have analysed one of the most paradigmatic cases of diaspora participation, Liberia and its

neighbour, Sierra Leone. One of the main conclusions is that diasporas are not easy to get engaged

in TRCs. Even with a big effort deploying over 600 volunteers, having public hearings abroad and

technical facilities, it seems that there are other aspects to consider when reaching out to the victims

abroad.  Migration  status  and  secrecy  is  important.  Diasporas  are  a  reflection  of  the  internal

fragmentations in the homeland, as such, there is also lack of trust in the institutions, which Sierra

Leone seemed to have experimented when it did not get any statements through its embassies. In the

case of Liberia, the LTRC seemed to have done well by approaching through a foreign NGO. 

     A second conclusion is that contrary to expected, it  seems that the less privileged migrants

(victims) are more easily attracted to testify in the homeland TRC while the more educated and

resource strong part of the diaspora seems to prefer to influence through other means. Moreover, the

perception that the homeland has of the diaspora beforehand appears to influence the outcome of the

diaspora participation. The Liberian case demonstrates that the diaspora continues to be perceived

as peace-wreckers that should contribute to the reparations of the victims at  home and that the

economic relationship is  reinforced.  Since this  perception could have limited the impact of the

diaspora in the TRC's final outcome, it would suggest that a diaspora that is largely regarded as

peaceful could have a greater chance of influencing even more a TRC's recommendations. 
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     An important conclusion to TRC practitioners is that diasporas could be good allies in setting the

debate on accountability on the agenda during the transitional phase. There are important sectors of

the diaspora interested in pushing for accountability which can be helpful in cases where the local

victims  groups  are  weak  or  lack  capacity.  Setting  the  debate  from  start  is  important  in  the

transitional phase when the warring parties are more interested in their own fate at the expense of

the victims'. In this sense, diasporas are indeed beneficial for the national reconciliation. They can

use their influence within the commission and outside of it as a critical mass. In both cases, they are

contributing with ideas and proposals that can contribute to raise the awareness of the victims' rights

and the obligation of the state in the establishment of a human rights culture at home. 

     On the other hand, this study also shows that the vision of who is a victim and who should be

entitled to reparation is still largely dominated by the idea of the nation. There are not intentions to

implement reparations to people living abroad, or guarantees of safe return in the cases studied here.

In the Sierra Leonean case a victim could be a non-national, though.  In a globalized world where

victims of conflicts increasingly cross borders and a technological development that allows to share

information, I would venture to suggest that the vision of the victims in homelands will evolve to

involve the rights of the victims abroad. Further research is needed in order to study the interactions

between civil society at home and abroad and how that interaction could influence the way in which

transitional issues like accountability, reparations and acknowledgement are conceptualized. 
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